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Abstract
A motion-picture was taken from a vehicle which moved through a
model of a southwest part of Boston. The film simulated the passenger's
visual experience on a new expressway which was designed to test some
hypotheses on the process of perceiving and organizing the highway ex-
perience. The hypotheses were derived partly from psychological cogni-
tion theories which explain perception as a selective, organizing system,
in which the perceiver attempts to encode and transform visual intake
into a meaningful pattern to increase his understanding, and partly from-
an analysis of subject reaction to the Northeast Expressway entrance to
Boston. The experiment validated hypotheses concerning the perceptual
dominance of elements and scenes viewed from the road, and hypotheses
concerning subject memory structure of the trip.
In addition, the experiment furthered the development of motion-
picture simulations both as a research method and as a design tool.
Stephen Carr
Assistant Professor of Urban Design
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CHAPTER 1
PREAMBLE
A. Perception Theory and Environmental Interaction
This preamble will discuss man's intelligent interaction with one
part of his environment--the expressway, and will be primarily concerned
with perceptual interaction. It is based on an interpretation of the
reactions of several groups of subjects who experienced the Northeast
Expressway entrance into Boston and on a subjective analysis of the trip.
The resulting conclusions and hypotheses will be related to such cogni-
tive theory that seems pertinent and an attempt will be made to formulate
some implications for the perceptual design of expressways.
Why bother with the perceptual design of expressways? The assumption
underlying our efforts is that an "educational" environment is desirable,
that mental life is a continuous "effort after meaning" and that the en-
vironment can facilitate this effort. The research is. an attempt to in-
crease our understanding of the way that people structure their environ-
mental intake. It relates to those cognition theories that deal with the
strategies of information processing involved in man's attempt to transfer
environmental input into a set of actions that will enable him to best use
the environment to achieve his goals. In essence then, this preamble will
analyze a particular environment to find the structural elements that will
influence the user's strategic model of it and in doing so, will attempt
to wed some psychophysical and Gestalt theories to the information pro-
cessing theories of people such as Bruner, Attneave, Bartlett, and Miller.
2The particular question that we are trying to resolve is which ele-
ments will be dominant on an expressway trip and what are the factors
that make one element more dominant than another. We are looking for
predictive rules which are applicable to the urban environment in general
and which may be used as design tools. An element in this discussion may
be a single object, e.g., a church, or even part of that object--the spire,
or it may be a group of objects, for example, a number of buildings on a
hill may be seen as a silhouetted whole, or rows of dwellings may be seen
as one plural element--tenements. A distinction should be made between
"continuous" elements that run with the viewer, e.g., railings, and ele-
ments that are 'non-continuous"--my discussion centers around those ele-
ments that are not part of the road itself but are part of the city-
scape through which the road travels.
The perception "system" on which this -discussion is based may be
described briefly, as a "seeing" stage, when an element becomes apparent
to the perceiver; an "organizing" stage, when the element is recognized,
labeled and mentally filed in the appropriate category of the perceiver's
model; a "planning" stage, when the element becomes part of a plan of
action; an "action" stage when the plan is executed or attempted; a "re-
viewing" stage, when unsatisfactory plans are revised and elements are
sorted into more meaningful categories. The system is circulatory.
Let's take a simplistic example. A driver, approaching the city,
sees a tall, domed element outlined against the sky; he recognizes the
shape and labels it "public building" because it looks like other public
buildings he has known; he files it under "City Hall" because it seems
to be the only tall domed spire in the downtown area--where he expects to
find City Hall. As his general plan is to see the mayor, he aims for the
3'City Hall.' Unfortunately, a closer.view and a sign cause the element
to be relabeled "restuarant," his model is revised to include this kind
of element in the restaurant category, his plan and action is revised
and he asks a policeman for directions.
-Now, let's take a closer look at some of the component parts of
the outlined perception "system" and relate them to the analysis of the
Northwest Expressway entrance to Boston.
B. The "Seeing" Stage
When the perceiver encounters his visual environment, he is bom-
barded with stimuli from which he must select those that permit him to
operate efficiently - or in normal English - to make any sense out of
looking, we must look at something in particular. Just what we will
look at, initially and how and why, has been the particular study of
psychophysics. Unfortunately psychophysical studies of perception have
generally been limited to laboratory experiments with stringent control
over possible distractions and it is rather difficult to relate many of
the conclusions directly to environmental design. However,.under
tightly controlled, abnormal, laboratory conditions certain properties
of the nervous system are highly predictable and account for certain
aspects of the eye as a recording system. The Gestaltic principles have
tended to show that the eye organizes the visual field into manageable
portions. That is, looking is discussed as a mechanical system where the
eye simplifies elements into wholes which can be segregated from the
visual field. In effect, this is another way of reducing redundant in-
formation, a way of coding visual information more efficiently.
If a general rule for initial visual dominance can be stated, then
4it is probably related to the Gestaltic principles of figure/ground
separation. We will have to find those factors that contribute to an
element's individuation from its setting and we must study the real en-
vironment, for the setting is not a grey and constant background as in
the case of laboratory experiments, it is the whole urban landscape.
It is our hypothesis that vision will be focussed on those elements that
stand out in some way from this landscape.
From an analysis of elements rated dominant by subjects who viewed
slides of the expressway trip, the following seem to be the most important
visual contributors to element individuation.
(i) The Element and its Setting
Here verticality seems to be the outstanding factor but always
in relation to the setting. The Bunker Hill Monument is probably the
purest and strongest example. It is a tall, thin spire, set on a hill
with low houses at its base, it is viewed against the sky and has no com-
petition. On the other hand, that set of tall buildings (Prudential,
Custom House Tower, John Hancock, State Street Bank, etc.) which largely
constitute the Boston skyline are in visual competition with each other
and no one building stands out as does the monument. However, as a
group they are still dominant and strongly reinforce the "downtown" im-
pression. These vertical elements represent the "good form" and simple
geometric shapes of Gestalt. principles.
Strong shape is another factor contributing to dominance. A good
example of the way that our element is simplified into a whole and se-
gregated from the visual field is the approach view of the Mystic River
5Bridge. This has been described as two peaks and drawn thus:
Silhouette is partly an aspect of color and partly of strong shape--the
Soldiers' Home complex of the hill in Chelsea is a good example. Color
examples are "gold domes," "green" signs, "pink roofs," etc. Usually
the color seems to pinpoint part of an element or a relatively small
element and the color must stand out from the background. The color
factor is also temporal-frequent references were made to "glistening"
gold dome, "sparkling" water, etc. The effect of natural lighting on a
color means that the setting is continuously changing and an element
strongly individuated on a sunny day may not catch the eye at all on
dull days unless the color factor is combined with others. Another ex-
ample of this kind of changing dominance are the billowing clouds of
white steam from some of the smoke stacks--these smoke stacks in the
winter assumed greater dominance in memory interviews than in the summer.
Presumably the steam is caused by cold winter air.
An element's relative size in the setting and its distance from the
viewer are strong contributors to dominance. The relationship between
size and distance is fairly obvious-. A small element far away from the
road is likely to be least dominant while a huge object that is so close
that it is actually experienced (the bridge) is likely to be very dominant.
The shape of the setting itself may contribute to dominance. For
example, an element may be -seen as framed on three sides, e.g., Chapel or
Soldiers' Home Hill:
6Framing is probably another example of the Gestaltic formulation and
segregation of wholes.
All of the above factors seem to contribute to element dominance
but they seldom operate independently, and in judging dominance from these
visual characteristics alone we must always come back to the question:
How strongly is the element differentiated from its setting?
Design Implications:
The obvious design implication of knowing these dominance factors
is that we can choose elements and increase the likelihood of people
looking at them in preference to other things. The elements that we
choose to make dominant depend on our objectives--we may decide that a
City Hall should dominate over an office building, for example, or con-
versely we may need a dominant element-to be placed at a strategic point
in a sequence; perhaps we may decide that water fountains should punctu-
ate the several parts of a sequence. On the one hand, we are playing
with road alignment and emphasizing the dominance-producing factors of
an existing element, on the other hand we accept road alignment as given
and manufacture dominant elements. In either case we would be accentu-
ating some factor or combination of factors so that the chosen element
would be strongly differentiated from its setting.
On a larger scale we may want to consciously increase the intensity
of the city experience as we approach fr.om an outlying area. Thus we may
decide as our policy that we will begin with element dominance but gradu-
ally increase the number of dominant elements until we are actually ac-
centuating setting dominance and we build the dominance through a cres-
cendo to a magnificent visual climax of a bristling city of complex and
exciting shapes.
7(ii) Exposure and Alignment
The amount of time in view is an important contributing factor
and this is largely a function of road alignment, both horizontal and
vertical. Both the Appleyard, Lynch, Myer study and the Carr, Kurilko
2
studies have shown that most viewing is straight ahead of the viewer.
Obviously, the road and its "furniture" will be in view all of the time
and this set of elements will be dominant over time. However, discon-
tinuous elements that are straight ahead of the direction of motion and
strongly contrasted with the basic setting of the road can become
dominant through the directional focussing effect of forward motion and
the ribbon of asphalt which becomes an arrow. The Mystic Bridge approach
is an excellent example of the focussing effect of the road. The element
changes shape as the road curves but always remains the goal point. The
goal itself is disappointing--the bridge railings obstruct the view and
the stopping point at the toll booth is a poor climax to the buildings of
the bridge approach.
Design Implications:
The implication is that if through road alignment we can control the
amount of time in view and the kind of viewing, then we can design co-
herent sequences of viewing experience--for example, in designing a build-
up experience to a goal we might show a distant overview of the goal ele-
ment, build up the goal progression through some side views, then a final
sustained approach and climax.
Appleyard, Lynch, .Myer: "The View from the. Road."
2Carr, Kurilko: "Vision and Memory in the View from the Road," (un-
published research in progress).
8A more sohpisticated design approach might be to interpose small
sequences or perceptual groupings in between the glimpses of the final
goal. Thus we would have a thread of continuity on which is strung a
series of comprehensible groupings into which we could design variety
and novelty.
Thus diagrammatically:
0I
-Seo
0h
Vo
(iii) Movement and Visible Activity
The range of stimulation from boring to overload, to which
Wohlwill and others have referred, seems to be applicable to the range of
visible activity associated with an expressway. For example, on the
Northeast Expressway trip, there is limited visible activity in the early
9part--the main activity being passing cars. This seems to be the least
remembered and most boring segment. The crossing of Mystic Bridge which
seems the most interesting and best remembered segment has a pleasing
level of visible activity--ships and small boats, steam from smokestacks,
an occasional moving crane, an airplane overhead. However, the traffic
activity at the end of the trip seems excessive to many of the inter-.
viewees and results in confused and jumbled memories. The effect of
this overload of visible activity on the dominance of an element such as
the Custom House Tower will have to wait analysis of the field runs but
it is likely that the confusion of activity distracts considerably from
the dominance of this element.
Thus we might hypothesize that there is a significant correlation
between levels of attention and levels of visible activity, but as none
of the factors we have been discussing operate in isolation, it would
be difficult to measure this in field tests. However, the design im-
plications are that we should vary the levels of visible activity as
well as the types. It seems apparent, for example, that we should mini-
mize apparent traffic confusion at the end of the trip but encourage
glimpses of other activities that are expressive of the CBD function--the
Haymarket activity and North End shopping are not apparent until one is
actually off the expressway. Of course, traffic confusion currently is
a strong CBD function, but the level of confusion is probably too high
and other types of visible activity should also be expressed.
C. The "Organizing" Stage
When an element has been seen, then it will be categorized according
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to the individual's accumulated model of the environment and will become
part of that model. The categorizing stage is the perceiver's attempt
to organize environmental input into a meaningful pattern. This pattern
or model is based on his past experience with the environment and his
attempts to transform the experience. Bruner describes the process as
an attempt to "render things into equivalence classes, learn the proba-
bilistic relationships between classes, and manipulate these classes
using coding systems.
Thus a tenement will be categorized under "dwelling" as its .broadest
equivalence class. However, the tenement may also be put into sub-cate-
gories that define its meaning more precisely to the perceiver,
(i) General Meaning
The "probabilistic relationships" which these sub-categories
express may stem from cultural or historic values--"Old Boston"; "The
Irish started here"; through class or group values such as "slum-dwelling";
"Negro area"; "dirty area"; "poor housing"; "part of the grey fringe";
"high density"; etc. to purely personal values such as "looks like Uncle
Jim's place."
To formulate a general rule predicting the personal sub-categories
would seem an impossible task--the personal sub-category will vary with
each individual and probably within each individual over time.
To formulate predictive rules for class and group sub-categories
would seem a huge and formidable task but not impossible. For example,
one can hypothesize two probable middle-class approaches to the tene-
1Bruner: "On Going Beyond the Information Given."
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ments. One is based on a learning which associates "dwelling" with
garden, lawn, space, privacy, etc. The tenements obviously satisfy
none of these criteria and a negative response is predictable; the
element "tenements" may still have strong significance, however. An-
other predictable approach is one based on the culture pattern of
this class--the perceiver has learnt from culture (not from experience)
that tenement = slum = bad. But, the number of groups who could be
said to have general values is enormous.
However, when we consider meaning and values in a more general
sense, it seems certain that some elements have a collective significance
that overrides the personal and probably the class or group significance
and these elements could be predicted. Elements such as the Bunker Hill
Monument have a general meaning that can be predicted. Even if the
monument and its meaning are not correctly identified, it still "looks
like" a monument that has general significance.
Similarly, a building with a gold dome "looks like" a public building
with general meaning (in this state). We have learned to associate these
forms with some kind of symbolic significance and the cognitive dominance
of elements possessing significance is likely to be greater than elements
without. What are the design implications? Not that old forms must be
retained without change, not that tradition should rule over originality.
But rather that new forms should express identity clearly, so that we
don't confuse a church with a drive-in restaurant, or a school with a
factory, or a dwelling place with an office building.
If our general objectives were clear, we would appropriate the forms
with strongest visual dominance and wed them to those elements that we
want to have greatest meaning. The church spire is a prime example of
12
strong visual dominance combined with strong symbolic significance, whereas
a water tower is a good example of visual dominance with little symbolic
significance.
We can assume that there is an hierarchy of symbolic significance
that stems from general cultural and historic values. If we consider the
range of influence of this kind of significance, then we can form a simple
scale from elements of national significance, through "state," "metro,"
"city," down to "local" elements which have a very limited range of in-
fluence. We are probably limited to the top end of the scale for any kind
of accurate predictions and probably also limited to "public" elements
plus, perhaps, some semi-public elements (e.g., Prudential) which assume
some kind of general significance from strong identity.
Thus-the following types of general meaning seem to be the strongest:
-- Elements that symbolize important national values, e.g., Bunker Hill
Monument, Constitution.
-- Elements that express important state or city functions, e.g., State
House, New City Hall and other "public-looking" buildings.
-- Elements that are established landmarks with strong identity, e.g.,
Prudential, John Hancock, etc.
The basic problem in applying any kind of predictive rule which will
score for dominance is that one has little idea of the relative value of
general meaning when compared to visual individuation. Is meaning more
important, being a transformation of visual input? If so, then how much
more important?
(i1) Trip Structure
Our basic premise has been that the expressway perceiver will
attempt to transform perceptual input into a schema that is economically
13
organized and if we take a broader look at the trip as a schema, we can
see certain kinds of functional significance that should be predictable
and which will contribute to element dominance. By "functional" I mean
things that pertain to the road itself and the use of the road.
-The following comments on trip structure evolve from an analysis of
memory interviews and maps of subjects who- took the Northeast Expressway
trip. There are three basic segments which are further subdivided and
which occasionally overlap:
Segment one is from the beginning curve to the bridge ap-
proach. Further segmentation generally occurs at functional
points of the trip--the underpass; toll booth; rise in road;
second curve. By comparing verbal segmentation to map seg-
mentation, there seems to be a rough correlation between the
sequence of areas experienced and operational points on the
trip. A typical correlation is this:
Area Operational Point
poor residential until leave underpass
slummy industry until road rises (twin-
towered church)
shipyards bridge
Charlestown, brick residential until overpass
City, tall buildings, etc. until exit ramp
Some subjects segmented the trip by area only, without reference
to elements as break-points. However, the areas still correspond
roughly to the boundaries within the functional break-points men-
tioned.
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The hypothesis is then, that people will tend to segment
areas with functional break-points. If this is so, then func-
tional elements of the road itself (curves, rises, falls, over-
passes, stopping points, etc.) are obviously strong design tools
for emphasizing and breaking up a sequential experience of the
city.
The second segment of the trip is the bridge. This is the
strongest segment and is characterized by views to left, right,
and to Boston. The segment may be subdivided into approach,
bridge experience, and departure. The approach is rising,
curving, with a strong sense of goal achievement, but the cli-
max is fleeting and frustrating--because of the railings and
one's inability to stop and look. The bridge itself is an ex-
perience which strongly relates to the view. Thus there are two
things going on: driving through an enormous steel structure,
and overviewing the area and the approaching city. This kind
of redundancy Could be self-reinforcing, but in this case the
bridge experience tends to conflict with the over-view and
limit it.
In redesigning this high point of the trip, one would want
to ensure that the bridge enclosure and peek-a-boo viewing was
a preliminary to a strong, climactic, unrestricted over-view
which one could enjoy at a stopping point. Thus, a preferred
sequence of events would be: (1) the toll booth at the beginning
of the bridge approach; (2) the rise to the bridge goal; (3) the
enclosure of the structure and preliminary viewing; and (4) a
stopping place for viewing and enjoying the climax.
15
The third and final segment begins sometimes at the end
of the bridge experience when the road descends, sometimes later
when the overpasses and ramp exits begin to denote the increasing
complexity of the "city" experience. The fork in the road, Stor-
row Drive exit, and the overpass are the functional elements.
A final comment on functional significance. One would imagine that
road signs have great functional significance, yet although visually dom-
inant, individual signs are seldom remembered. One might hypothesize that
signs are a clue to information and are forgotten once the information is
absorbed. Thus, a sign saying "Boston Ahead" informs the viewer and
strengthens the dominance of Boston but not of the sign itself. Perhaps
signs are clues to future information whereas element names are code
words that make it more or less easy to retrieve from the right category
of our mental filing system. Consider, for example, elements such as
the Prudential and the Government Center which rank high in the memory
analyses of subjects taken over the route--both commuters and relative
strangers. But these elements rank low in a prediction based on exposure,
individuation and significance. The problem may be that we don't know
the relative importance of the factors in our predicting system, but
there may be another factor that should be taken into account. How im-
portant is the nameability of elements? If the memory process is one of
translating seen images into word categories, then it is obviously a
simpler process to translate the seen image of the Prudential Building
to the code word "Prudential" than it is to translate the image of the
stub overpass which should have a strong impression (overhead, experi-
enced, large, color contrast, etc.) but doesn't. The stub overpass is
16
not easily translated into a simple word category; how would one describe
it? Consequently it is normalized out while an easily labeled image is
normalized in.
There are two implications of this which can be checked in the field-
run analysis. One could predict that memory interviews are "distorted"
because recall is easier when a label is handy and when the label has a
public and significant identity. Thus, the high memory scores of Pru-
cential and Government Center should not be reproduced in fixation scores.
And the reverse, an element with low public identity (toll booth) or not
easily labeled (stub overpass) may produce higher eye-fixation scores than
memory scores.
D. The Users
Considering the number of possible plans that could be applied to the
expressway, it is obvious that we cannot design to support or constrain
them all. We have most chance of controlling only very general plans,
and in our case, this means the general plan of entering Boston on an ex-
pressway.
Considering the "planners" may give us a clue to the types of plans
that we might control. The big difference between expressway users is
likely to be that between passenger and driver, and within these cate-
gories, between those who take the trip regularly and those who take it
infrequently. Within these groups of users there are many, many subdi-
visions--differences between men and women, between social classes, age
groups, educational groupings and so on.
) Commuters versus one-time
We know very little but we have some guesses based on a minimal
sampling of commuter drivers compared to "one-time" passengers.
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There do seem to be some considerable differences:
(a) The commuters apparently have more consistency in elements rated
dominant. The most dominant was the view from the bridge; then the Naval
Hospital, the Soldiers' Home, the tenements and various signs vied for
second place; then the Boston skyline and a number of downtown buildings--
State Street Bank, Custom House Tower, Government Center, Prudential, John
Hancock seemed to be a group consistently of the same kind of dominance.
b) The commuters showed a greater concern with the functional ele-
ments on the road (turns, entrances, exits, etc.) and were generally ac-
curate.
(c) Signs in general seem more dominant to commuters. The signs
that were remembered most vividly were not road signs, they were bill-
boards with weather information, or a clock, or they changed in aspect
through moving parts or changing lights, wording, etc.
(d) In general, the trip seems more consistently structured by the
commuters; in fact, it seems so well known that the commuters tend to
look for deviations from the usual and to deemphasize the familiar--Bunker
Hill Monument, for example, is often an afterthought with comments like,
"Oh, Bunker Hill--it's very impressive, but I never look at it any more."
Contrast this with one commuter's ability to describe in detail the num-
ber of times the slats turned on a savings bank billboard, and the colors
of each new aspect.
One can hypothesize that when the perceiver has become familiar with
a trip, he will have structured it and will feel secure enough to look
for variations from the basic structure. This need for novelty must con-
18
tinually be balanced with the need to be able to operate efficiently and
securely. For in the reverse situation, one can hypothesize that a
newcomer will seek to explain the trip according to some general precon-
ceptions of such an entrance to a city, and will look for things that
give him a coherent structure over and above the subtler novelties. If
this is the case then perhaps we should use the kind of model that a
commuter builds for himself as a base and design in diversity, novelty,
change, etc. as part of the fabric, but not to the extent of confusing
the basic structure beyond recognition.
(ii) Drivers versus Passengers
On the functional level, one can hypothesize that because the
driver is, in a sense, manipulating his environment, his attention will
be keener and his senses more alert to the structurally dominant parts
of the trip, while the passenger is more prone to mind-wandering, he will
be less selective and will thus have a more detailed, but more confused
model of the trip. In other words, the driver has a definite plan of
operation and he is actively seeking planning aids or clues to help him
carry out his plan whereas the passenger- may have loosely defined plans
and these may change continually--his model will be more difficult to
predict.
(iii) Other Client Groups
We can say little about other client groups because the sample
population of the research has been small and at best, we can only hope
to get gross and very general predictions of user reaction. The sample
has also been fairly homogeneous, particularly with regard to educational
background and social class. Thus far, there have been no indications of
19
strong differences between men and women or between age groups, but this
may mean little because the age groups included have generally been only
late adolescence and early middle age. Some tentative research into a
different social group has indicated that there may be significant dif-
ferences. For example, it may be that newness in the environment and
the physical condition of the environment are very dominant factors for
a lower middle class group without a college background. This is only
a guess based on very few interviews but it points up the need to study
other social groups for significant perceiving and organizing variables.
E. Hypotheses
As previously stated, much of this discussion was based on an in-
tuitive search of the raw data. I was consciously looking for hypo-
theses and design implications that might be tested by further experi-
mentation. The raw interview data and eye records are being quantified,
at the time of writing, by a team of analysts and their conclusions and
further hypotheses will be forthcoming in the "Vision and Memory" mono-
graph. Some of the hypotheses that I have discussed may well be dis-
carded in the light of this detailed and comprehensive analysis and, no
doubt, new hypotheses will be formulated. Nonetheless, I have a set of
hypotheses which should be tested in some way. Let me give a brief sum-
mary of these hypotheses.
(1) Hypotheses concerning the initial perceptual dominance of ele-
ments or scenes, that is, those hypotheses that deal with the seeing
stage of the perception process. They deal with the visual organization
of stimuli, which, for the purposes of analysis, has been separated from
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the organization of this visual intake into meaningful categories that
in turn are part of a mental model used to increase understanding. These
are the hypotheses that should be checked by an analysis of subjects'
eye-movements and fixations.
(a) From the general hypothesis that the perceiver will select
certain things from the vast amount of redundant information in
the environment and that these selected things will be dominant
over the rest of the visual intake we can derive the hypothesis
that the perceiver will tend to select elements in the environ-
ment that are strongly individuated from their setting and in
the context of an expressway journey the elements will become
dominant details in his organization of that visual experience.
(b) Further, we can hypothesize that there are a number of fac-
tors which contribute to this initial perceptual dominance. Among
these factors will be form characteristics--shape, size, color,
silhouette, verticality. These factors will be influenced by the
apparent legibility and redundancy of an element and how easily
it can be organized into an economical form for encoding incoming
information. Other dominance factors will be the viewing charac-
teristics--time in view, including recurrent viewing, clear un-
obstructed viewing, distance from the viewer, over-viewing and
framed viewing. These factors are discussed in Chapter 2 under
"Specific Criteria."
(c) Based on the conclusion of both the "View from the Road" study
and the data already collated in the "Vision and Memory" study,
that most viewing is straight ahead of the direction of motion, we
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can hypothesize that road alignment will have a strong effect
on element dominance. That is, if the road is aimed directly
at an element, that element is more likely to be dominant than
if it appeared at the side of the road. Road alignment will
also affect the viewing characteristics mentioned above.
(2) Hypotheses concerning the meaning or significance of elements
or scenes deal with the organization of the selected. dominant details
into categories that are based on past experience and which form part
of the cognition model. These hypotheses can possibly be tested by
subject recall of the trip experience.
(a) Once an element has been seen, according to our theory, it
will be categorized and the visual intake must undergo some kind
of identification process before it can be transformed to become
part of a meaningful pattern. We can hypothesize then, that the
identity strength of.an element will be an important factor of
its dominance in recall. It is here that the importance of ver-
bal "labeling" becomes apparent--transformation. of intake into a
verbal code is probably the strongest and most customary way of
identifying and organizing.
(b) Further, we can hypothesize that while an element can convey
different meanings to each individual, there are nonetheless some
kinds of meaning or significance that are general over most peo-
ple, or at least over large groups of people, in a similar way
that Kevin Lynch's "common image" of the city was imputed to be
general over the social group that he analyzed. And, it is hy-
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pothesized that the following kinds of meaning are not only general
but are also important to most people in organizing the expressway
experience.
i. The significance which is derived from learned values,
such as elements that symbolize a national cultural
value.
ii. The significance derived from an accumulated operating
knowledge of how the culture works in the city, such as
the general recognition that some activities and functions
are more important, bigger, or affect the lives of more
people than other activities.
iii. The significance that derives from orientation needs, such
as strong landmarks have.
iv. The significance of explicit information.
(3) While the dominant elements and scenes may become the skeleton
around which the perceiver will organize. his experience of the trip, it
is also hypothesized that certain functional aspects of the trip itself
will tend to become segmentation points in the user's model. Thus, strong
functional elements of the road experience will tend to become trip seg-
mentation points. Among these functional elements would be: decision
points, such as a ramp exit; interruptions, such as a toll booth; or
marked changes in the experience, such as a sharp descent, rise or curve
and. the experience of enclosure, such as under bridges or overpasses.
(4) Segmentation of the trip into meaningful "chunks" of information,
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whether by segmentation points as discussed above, or by general areas
is one way of organizing the trip experience, a serial ordering of ele-
ments is another, and organizing around a skeleton of dominant elements
is yet another, but it is hypothesized that, despite the various or-
ganizing methods that people use, a trip can be structurally designed
so that general recall of the trip reflects the designed trip structure.
Group Structuring Hypotheses
(5) That when the user has become familiar with the trip (commuters,
for example), he will have structured it and will feel secure enough to
look for variations from the basic structure. Consequently, novelty will
become more important than orientation and a general awareness and under-
standing of the areas through which he passes.
(6) On the other hand, a newcomer to the city of an infrequent
user will seek to explain the trip on the basis of his past experience
with similar trips and his expectation from this one. Orientation and
some understanding of the city will be more important needs than novelty,
and he will look for an ordering structure to help satisfy these needs.
(7) An hypothesis that drivers, as a group, having a definite
plan of action will seek planning aids or clues to assist this action
plan, they will tend to organize the functional aspects of the road ex-
perience into structurally dominant parts of the trip, whereas passengers,
having loosely defined plans, and more prone to mind wandering will have
a vaguer and probably more confused model of the trip.
(8) An hypothesis general to all groups that there is a significant
correlation between levels of attention and levels of visible activity.
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F. Thesis Aims
Having established some hypotheses about user reaction to the express-
way experience, the next step was to find some way of testing them. There
are two basic methods: one is to convert the hypotheses based on analysis
of an existing highway into predictions for user reaction on other simi-
lar highways; the other is to translate the hypotheses into design cri-
teria, build a new highway according to these criteria, and then compare
user reaction to the (predictive) design criteria.
The first method--predicting reaction on other existing highways--is
being tried in the vision and memory study. The second--build a new
highway--is beyond our means. However, a simulation seemed possible. We
had already been experimenting with movie simulations of the trip on the
existing Northeast Expressway and we apparently had the technical means
to produce similar movies through a model of the environment. The im-
portant piece of equipment was the optec modelscope. With this peri-
scopic device it is possible to take a movie along a model road through
a model city. If the movie could be made real enough, would it not be
possible to design and simulate the visual experience of the expressway
user?
Thus the general aims of the thesis became
(1) To design an expressway incorporating the perception hypotheses
as part of the design criteria.
(2) To develop methods of simulating the highway experience.
(3) To test the general usefulness of model-movie simulations for the
perceptual design of roads.
(4) To test response to the simulation and thus the predictive power
of the perception hypotheses.
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(5) To propose further research on both the process of perceiving and
organizing the highway experience and highway simulation methods.
CHAPTER 2
THE EXPRESSWAY DESIGN
A. Parameters
It should be made clear at the outset that this thesis does not aim
at the total design of an expressway. My concern is to design the simu-
lated visual experience of expressway travelers. As far as I know, with
the exception of some "parkways" there is no highway that has been designed
in this manner and there seems little likelihood that any highway will
ever be designed with the visual experience as the prime goal, although
there seems to be a small but growing interest in incorporating the visual
experience into the total design. Because of this strong and limited em-
phasis of the design, the detailed fit of the expressway with the existing
road system has not been designed and the effect of the expressway on sur-
rounding areas has been treated as a secondary issue. The actual engineering
of the road structure has been ignored except to ensure that horizontal and
vertical alignment remain within operational-radial limits.
A further limitation is that the expressway has been designed for
separated in and out traffic channels and only the ingoing channel experi-
ence has been designed. Although this decision was made to ease the
problems of the model simulation, the same basic design could have incor-
porated a parallel outgoing traffic stream without adverse effect. How-
ever, there is an argument for this kind of expressway system design that
is worth stating.
Appleyard and Lynch as Lonsultants to Baltimore Expressway.
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(1) Roads have historically been designed for two-way traffic,
but the modern expressway is such a specialized movement channel that
ingoing traffic has little or no relation to outgoing traffic.
(2) The continuing treatment of the two channels as part of the
same road in fact has several disadvantages. The often huge and almost
inevitably disorienting exit-ramps must somehow get over or under the
opposite traffic channel--consequently, we have swooping arcs, clover-
leafs and other land-wasting devices just to turn left off an expressway.
Other disadvantages include the problem of glare from oncoming traffic,
the increasingly large, barren and inhospitable local space of wide ex-
pressways (Route 128 is an example), both to the auto-user and to the
area through which this swathe is cut.
(3) These disadvantages could be eliminated in a system of separate
traffic channels. Left turns or right turns off the expressway are simple
and more economical, of course, the number of roads doubles and the system
would be expensive and probably politically troublesome. The highway users
gain a more intimate scale of local space and psychological freedom from
oncoming traffic. There is a big advantage in sequence design, of course;
the sequence is one way and incoming or outgoing sequences can be designed
to have completely different characters. A one-way sequence would be
stronger and .more definite than a reversible sequence and is certainly
simpler to design. Much more of the city can be exposed if we assume that
most of the users will come in through one part of the city and go out
through another.
In summary, then, the design is limited to a one-way visual experience
and although the general alignment and the fit of this expressway into the
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primary movement system will be justified, no detailed study has been
made of its feasibility.
B. Goals and General Criteria
The goals are special and limited. They are based on a theory of
perception that defines an "effort after meaning" as a basic need in any
individual's interaction with his environment. Essentially this means
that most people try to organize their perceptual intake into simple pat-
terns that they can easily understand.
While the theory is based on psychological perception research that
has been limited to the organization of static visual intake, this ex-
periment attempts to extend the theory to a constantly changing visual
field seen while the viewer is in motion. Thus the design goal is to de-
vise an expressway trip that is easy for most people to organize into a
Patern. ILL addtluiuu, Lhe ulip should increase their understanding of the
city by enabling them to recognize some of the diverse activities that
make up the city.
A general criterion for the trip pattern, at the lowest level of or-
ganization, is that it should be composed of visually interesting ele-
ments. "Visual interest" is defined as perceptual dominance and this is
discussed in detail in the following section on specific criteria.
At the second level of organization these dominant elements should
be part of legible scenes which represent the surrounding area. "Legi-
bility" is defined as that quality of the scene that enables it to be
quickly recognized and comprehended as a whole. "Surrounding area" means
the area immediately adjacent to the general expressway alignment which
would be decided by goals and criteria that are beyond the scope of this
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thesis. That is, I am assuming that the need for an expressway "along
this general alignment" has been shown. Thus the design problem be-
comes one of taking advantage of the potential of the environment sur-
rounding the general alignment to determine the specific alignment of
the route.
At the third level of organization the scenes should be linked into
easily absorbed "chunks" of information (in this case, trip segments)
which are in turn linked together into a comprehensible whole. "Linkage"
or continuity should be accomplished by designing a pattern that is
rhythmic, both visually and kinetically; progressive, in that the user
will sense a progression towards a goal or a series of goals; and cli-
mactic, in that the user can reach these goals both visually and physi-
cally.
C. Specific Criteria
Perceptual Dominance of Elements
Using the hypothesis that the perceiver will tend to select elements
that are strongly individuated from their setting and that he will attempt
to organize this visual intake into meaningful categories that in turn are
part of a mental model that he uses to increase his understanding, we can
establish further design criteria.
(i) Individuation from Setting
Because individuation depends so much on the relationship be-
tween element and setting, the application of specific criteria will dif-
fer from scene to scene. However, the ultimate question is always--will
the element stand out from its setting to a degree that it is likely to
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be selected from this visual field by most viewers? The answer to this
question will be influenced by a number of factors which may combine with
each other in innumerable ways to produce individuation, but the poten-
tial dominance of an element can be judged or, in a few cases, measured,
by the application of the following dominance factor criteria to the ele-
ment, when compared with its setting. A scoring system is described in
Chapter 3.
The form of the element should be assessed for legibility within the
setting and the form characteristics, especially shape, size, color and
verticality, should be strengthened until the element is judged to be
sufficiently individuated. "Sufficiently" cannot be precisely defined as
yet but observers can usually agree when an element is obviously indivi-
duated within a scene.
The viewing characteristics related to the element should be used to
strengthen the element's individuation. The most important viewlug char-
acteristics seem to be time in view, direction of viewing, clear viewing,
overviewing or framed viewing, nearness of. the element to the viewer, and
finally, the heightened sense of motion in enclosure.
The following discussion attempts to establish working definitions
and criteria for both form characteristics and viewing characteristics.
Let us discuss the most important forn factors for elements.
(a) Shape. The key descriptors are "strong" and "distinctive."
"Strong" can probably be further defined as .a basic geometric shape
such as a cube, a rectangular prism, or cylinder or a sphere, and
"distinctive" as a variation from the basic geometric shape that
tends to give the form an identity of its own. Examples are: A
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rectangular tower has a strong shape, but is hardly distinctive.
A rectangular tower with a round ball on top is both strong and
distinctive. A crenelated, gargoyled and turreted chateau may
have a distinctive shape, but not necessarily a strong one.
(b) Size. Actual largeness in relation to the setting is the
criterion.
(c) Color. Here strength of contrast and intensity are the
criteria. A dull red building among dull grey ones will be con-
trasted but a vivid red building would have color dominance.
(d) Silhouette. Sharpness is the criterion, and those elements
silhouetted against the sky will have greater dominance.
(e) Verticality. This factor is really a weighting on shape and
size and its function is to emphasize the visual importance of
tall "thin" objects in the environment. To qualify, an element
must be considerably taller than it is wide--how much, depends on
the setting.
The above factors are considered basic to form dominance and have
criteria by which they can be judged. Other factors may be important but
do not seem general over the subject group. For example, newness, con-
dition and style may well be important factors.
(f) The above form factors for each element have then been quali-
fied by the apparent legibility or redundancy of the total form. By
"legibility" I mean, is the form of the element such that it can be
read at a glance or, in Gestalt terms, can the form of the element be
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easily simplified into a whole which can be segregated from the
visual field? Essentially, this- is a judgment on the summed effect
of the form factors. "Redundancy" refers to a complex experience
where many similar things are happening at once which seem to im-
pinge closely on the viewer's senses. Although this seems para-
doxical, both legibility and redundancy are necessary qualifiers of
form individuation. Legibility qualifies single objects and re-
dundancy qualifies clusters of like objects which may be regarded as
one element. Examples are the boats, the air-rights buildings, and
the posters. These clusters of like objects should also have legi-
bility if they can be easily read as a whole.
Much of the above is Gestalt theory translated into environmental per-
ception hypotheses which attempt to define the relative importance of what
the expressway user sees. Now let us consider how the user will see the
environment from an expressway. What viewing factors will contribute to
an element's individuation from its environmental setting?
(g) Time in View. This factor has obvious importance for dominance
and is defined in this case, as the number of frames in which the
element appears in the film. This can then be translated into actual
time by dividing frames by the projection speed.
(h) Recurrence. This is redundancy in time and is defined in the
same way as time in view but is treated as a separate factor.
(i) Centered Viewing. Defined as the amount of time (number of
frames) that an element is in view directly ahead of the direction
of motion.
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(j) Clear Viewing. This is defined as lack of foreground ob-
struction so that the viewer can get a clear picture of the ele-
ment in its setting.
(k) Distance from Viewer. The closer a potentially dominant ele-
ment is to the viewer the more likely is it to be dominant, so the
criterion is nearness.
(1) Sense of Motion. Some elements are so close that a heightened
feeling of motion is sensed by the viewer. An example is the sense
of flashing through the air-rights development.
(m) Overview or Framed View. Overviewing is defined as a clear
view from above the element and its setting. A framed view is a
clear picture of the element viewed through a frame which obliter-
ates all but the element from the picture.
The above form and viewing factors attempt to define the most im-
portant ways that an element can be individuated from its setting and
thus, have initial perceptual dominance for most viewers. The relative
dominance of scenes is described in the same way as elements but. the form
characteristics have been changed to legibility and complexity, contrast
and visual closure.
A scene will have legibility if it can be easily and quickly read
as a whole; for example, a view of a hill with houses of similar style and
density reads easily while a flat landscape with a fine grain mix of
various uses, building types and sizes tends to be blurred and indistinct.
Scene complexity depends on the amount of detail that will maintain in-
terest over time. Here, a fine grain mix would probably score higher.
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While a scene should have both legibility and complexity, legibility is
the more important criterion for user organization.
As the elements should be individuated from their setting so the
scenes should be individuated from the trip. If they are legible, the
eye should be attracted to them; if they contrast in visual character
one from another, then they should be held in the memory. To heighten
this contrast, some kind of visual closure to each scene will emphasize
its separateness from the trip setting. For example, this may take the
form of road enclosure before and after a visually open scene or the
separateness of scenes can be accomplished by a steep incline before and
after viewing or by taking advantage of the usually existing neutral
quality of dull areas before and after a vivid scene.
(ii) General Meaning
Our hypothesis has been that this visual intake will be trans-
formed by users into a pattern that is meaningful to them. The following
factors are considered both important and general over most users:
(a) Identity. This is defined as that quality of the element
which enables it to be easily labeled. Examples are the Prudential
which is both well-known and has a sign on it; the stadium probably
has a form which will enable most people to guess its identity
fairly easily; the Campus High School, on the other hand, is not
so easily identified.
(b) General Cultural Value. Importance is imputed to things which
symbolize a national value, for example. Sense of history, "freedom,"
"democracy" are propagandized, at least, as general values and the
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assumption is that elements associated with this kind of value
will have significance to most people. Stereotypical forms are
important here. For example, while an obelisk may in fact symbo-
lize an event of limited interest, it "looks like" an element with
general significance.
(c) Important Activity. This factor is loosely defined as ap-
parent identity as a function or activity that may be regarded by
the "general population" as important to the city, affecting the
lives of many people, or used by many people. Such activities as
the Government Center or the business district are generally recog-
nized as important, while an entertainment district or a large
recreation function are used by many people; universities, hospi-
tals, schools affect the lives of many people. Apparent identity
is probably easier if the form is stereotypical--if a building
"looks like" a City Hall, for example.
(d) Orientation. This is defined as that quality of an element
which makes it a landmark to most people or which gives a clue to
the structure of the city.
(e) Explicit information is usually verbal or pictographic and
imparts specific information about functions, activities or ori-
entation.
These meaning factors may be looked on as those qualities in the
form of the element which tend to impart information, above and beyond
form, to the viewer. What kinds of information are most important can
only be guessed at. Certainly, orientation seems important to most people,
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explicit and implied information about city functions and activities are
probably important, and there may be values deriving from the national
culture which are generally important but the definitions of these fac-
tors remain disturbingly imprecise.
(iii) Visible Activity
From a general search into the subject data, it is apparent
that while few users expect to see much visible activity before they get
off an expressway, there are strong indications that they would like to.
While this dominance factor probably applies more specifically to scenes
than to elements, it is hypothesized that any kind of movement in the
visual field tends to attract attention and if this visible activity is
such that it tends to explain the function of a surrounding scene or near-
by element, then it can be a very valuable tool for the designer. For
example, a glimpse of people bustling around a market gives clearer iden-
tity to the activity than a glimpse of market buildings; similarly,
children glimpsed in school play activities are a far stronger clue to
the 'nature of a school scene than a glimpse of institutional buildings.
Also, given the basic need for novelty in- the environ1rent, one can create
ever-changing scenes through visible activity, e.g., a view of sailboats
on a river will never be the same twice. Again, visible people activity
tends to relate the expressway user to a more human environment than the
separated highway environment and since people are more interesting than
automobiles, exposure of people activity should take precedence over ex-
posure of auto traffic.
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Structuring the Trip
(i) Rhythm
In designing the trip, there are two basic techniques for de-
termining the scenes and elements that should be part of the structure.
One is to align the road to expose existing landmarks and areas which
could reasonably be developed into dominant elements or scenes, and-the
other is to create dominant elements or scenes at strategic points of
the road alignment. The kinesthetic rhythm of the trip should be con-
gruent with the viewing pattern so that they reinforce each other. For
example, if curves left and right and up and down are chosen as the basic
kinesthetic rhythm, then the :viewing pattern should make consistent use
of this. The vertical alignment should be designed for an overview fol-
lowed by a descent towards the element or scene, and the horizontal
alignment be such that the viewer will look out of the curve directly at
the element or scene. The rhythm can be reinforced by using spatial
confinement to support scene dominance by closing off the scene before
and after viewing. Scene closure should generally occur at the low point
of the vertical curve and at the end of the horizontal curve. Thus we
can begin to build up a simple rhythm which not only gives continuity to
-the experience but also strengthens .the dominant parts of the trip struc-
ture.
(ii) Segmentation
This is the first level of organization--dominant elements in
legible and distinct scenes which are part of a rhythmic pattern of moving
and viewing. As a further aid to user organization, these scenes should
become "chunks" of information within trip segments. The segments should
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generally be congruent with users' preconceptions of the buildup of areas
that lead to the center city although deviations can be consciously de-
signed for surprise, a break in the climactic pattern, drama, etc. For
example, if most people tend to expect to pass through newer outer suburbs,
old inner suburbs with a mixture of activities, an inner city area typi-
fied by an intensity of commercial buildings and a center city with "down-
town" activities, then these area preconceptions should be reinforced by
the trip segments. Segmentation points at the "end" of these areas would
strengthen user organization. In general, functional points of the trip
should be segmentation points. For example, the period between two deci-
sion points would be designed as a segment containing a few key scenes
which tend to represent a gross area in user preconceptions. There may
be a maximum number of key scenes beyond which the user will tend to lose
the clarity of the segment, but this is an hypothesis that requires test-
ing.
(iii) Progression and Climax
Users generally expect to experience a gradual increase of
building density and height until they reach a climax in the center city.
In general the intensity buildup should be recognized in the design,both
to make the trip easier to fit 'into their expectation model and to enhance
the climactic pattern of the trip. However, a strong deviation from this
simple pattern at a strategic point in the trip can have dramatic results.
For example, a strong break between the inner city and the center city could
give the trip a double climax. If this break also exposes an unexpected
area that contrasts strongly with the expected building density, then the
break can also produce scene dominance through incongruity. However, the
break, if there is one, should not be so incongruous that it breaks the
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sense of progression towards a final goal.
The strongest goals should be major destination points. They should
be sensed or pre-glimpsed before arrival and should be both strongly visi-
ble and obviously accessible on arrival, i.e., off ramps should lead
directly to the goal point.
(iv) Client Groups
All of the above criteria are assumed to be general over most
client groups but there may be significant differences between client
groups which further affect the design. While we have little information
on group needs, we can hypothesize that occasional users will look for a
basic structure which will help orientation and understanding, while ha-
bitual users, having structured the trip and feeling "safe" in it, will
have a need for novelty and will look for variations from this base
structure. Similarly, drivers will look for the base structure more than
passengers. Consequently, the trip should provide a basic structure that
is simple and recognizable to all client groups while allowing opportunity
for continually changing scenes to satisfy the need for novelty in those
users that know the route well. It has been previously suggested that
visible activity is probably the strongest way to produce this novelty.
(v) Constraints
Finally, all of the above criteria are, of course, constrained
by the practical feasibility of building a road through existing or planned
environments. The expressway cannot be designed abstractly but must be
related to the real world. As stated in the beginning, this constraint has
been given reasonable recognition, but the detailed effect of the design
on the surrounding environment has not been studied.
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D. Application of Goals and Criteria .to a Prototype Design
Structure
(i) Rhythm
Rhythm has been designed into the motion sequence and would be
felt as well as seen. The method is a series of gentle curves both hori-
zontal and vertical. The trip begins with a series of five small curves
of similar radius and develops into two large, sweeping curves. Vertical
curves are congruent, that is, the rise and fall of the road is less iti
the smaller curves and more in the larger curves. This rhythm of rising
and falling curves is the base of the design and is used to give a sense
of kinesthetic structure, which can be appreciated per se as well as being
the thread of continuity which strings together the rest of the design
policies. The curving rhythm is emphasized by the viewing pattern--domin-
ance scenes always occur on the outside of the curve,
(ii) The Alignment
The alignment was established from the dual consideration of the
existing and planned surrounding environment and of the design concept of
making good alignment. congruent with the buildup of city experience from
outer city to inner city. The general constraint was to cause as little
damage to the existing environmental fabric as possible while still satis-
fying the general goals. Consequently, the route curves left and right
through the existing railroad right of way in the beginning of the trip.
This railroad is at present a barrier and the new road would be at least
no more of a barrier. Some destruction would be necessary where the road
curves off the straight railroad alignment. However, the curved alignment
is potentially a less rigid barrier than a straight road and it permits
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taking advantage of several potentially dominant and significant areas--
viz. Fort Point Hill and its monument-, the future Campus High School, an
improved Northeastern University. The road leaves the railroad alignment
at Northeastern University and curves to Huntington Avenue where it is
envisioned as riding piggy-back on Huntington. Choosing this alignment
avoids severing an existing residential'area in the South End as would
certainly happen if an elevated road followed the railroad right of way
which is at this point depressed. The Huntington Avenue alignment has
the distinct advantage of exposing the area of the Prudential Center
through to the John Hancock Building.
The road then joins the Mass. Turnpike for a sequence of light, dark
and color. As the railroad in this right-of-way is planned to be dis-
banded, the surrounding environment is undisturbed and this segment of
the trip is intended to indicate the visual potential of short sections
of depressed highways.
From this below grade section the road sweeps up and around past
the planned Stadium and a redesigned Fort Point channel recreation. area
into the center city. Thus the road exposes a significant recreation area,
gives a sense of Boston waterfront and a final view of the dense downtown
area.
(iii) Progression
The sequence has progression as well as rhythm. Research on
the Northeast Expressway has indicated that there is a general precon-
ception of the approach to Boston that is a progression of activities
from new suburban housing through older suburbs, then old industrial
buildings and old cheap houses to the downtown area which has new apart-
ments and business activities. Users expect to see an increase in build-
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ing density and height; they also expect considerable increase in people
and traffic activity in the downtown area whereas the earlier approach
seems devoid of people activity.
The design emphasizes the general density buildup and the sense of
city importance as the road enters the downtown areas, while the air-
rights segment breaks this buildup for a double climax--one at the Pru-
dential and one at the final downtown scene. But the design also injects
some other significant activities, considerably more people activity and
less traffic activity than the general preconception.
The progression in the design begins with old residential at the
Fort Point Hill. This three and four-decker housing is typical of the
area and the hill is also representative of the ioxbury landscape. The
next step is the educational area of the Campus High School and North-
eastern University. These institutions have city-wide significance and
are representative of a sprawling educational and cultural "belt" which
also includes Harvard Medical School, Simmons College, the Trade High
School, a Catholic girls school and the Art Gallery and Museum area in the
Fenway. From Northeastern University, the progression enters the end of
the curved business spine of Boston from the Prudential Center to the John
Hancock area.
Having sampled an important part of the center city, the progression
makes a sharp break into the air-rights channel of the Mass. Pike. Con-
tinuity is maintained and interest heightened through the continually
changing display of topical posters on the zig-zag wall of the channel
and views of air-rights activities above. On emerging from this below
grade segment, a major downtown recreation area is exposed--the monolithic
stadium and the redesigned water area of the Fort Point Channel. The
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contrast is strong and unexpected and emphasizes the final entrance to
the dense hub area. The design ends at the off ramp to Central Boston
after an overview of the dense business district.
(iv) Climax
The sense of climax is satisfied by combining a dominant visual
scene with major destinations and decision points. Thus the Prudential
area is glimpsed once, twice and then reached visually--at the visual cli-
max is an exit ramp so that this major destination can be physically at-
tained also.
The final entrance to Boston, however, is designed as a shock which
is not pre-glimpsed but seen in toto as a skyline from an overview and
then entered.
Thus the whole sequence builds up slowly while the user is nosing
through the outskirts of the city but is still aware of the city approach
through glimpses of the dominant Prudential building ahead. The small,
gentle .curves are designed to emphasize this inquisitive "nosing" effect.
The Prudential is reached and the curves become grander and .more sweeping
so that the largeness of the city experience can be more easily appreci-
ated. Then, a break, in the air-rights segment, which is intended to em-
phasize the final center city arrival. The user has sampled the downtown
area; he seems to be driving under it, then the road discloses unexpected
recreation activities before swinging to its final climax.
(v) Segmentation
For better user organization, the trip is designed in segments
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which contain a small number of identifiable scenes. The first segment
contains the dominant scenes of Fort Hill (residential) and the two edu-
cational institutions; the second segment terminates at the descent to
the air-rights development and contains the sweeping view to the beginnings
of the business district; the third segment terminates as the road rises
out of the air-rights development and the stadium comes into view; and
the final segment ends with the Central Boston sign on the off ramp to
the city.
Dominant Scenes and Elements
Within each segment, certain scenes have been chosen for their poten-
tial visual interest and significance. These scenes have been designed
for dominance as follows:
(i) Fort Hill
The Fort Hill scene is approached on a down sweeping curve which
gives maximum exposure time and allows the hill, with its densely packed
three and four-story housing, to be recognized as a whole--vision is fo-
cused ahead of the direction of motion towards the monument which towers
above the houses. The monument is tall and spirelike, color (white) has
been added to its existing dominance factors. The view to the hill is
opened after an enclosure of buildings close to the road and is closed by
the away sweep of the curve and a descent into an underpass.
In summary, the design factors for the scene are:
Form Characteristics:
- Shape. The hill is large in contrast with the subse-
quent flat landscape.
- Color. Generally similar dull tones.
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Silhouette. The hill is in strong contrast to the sky.
Complexity. Although the hill can be read as a whole,
there is a wealth of detail.
Road Characteristics:
- Enclosure. Before and after scene, thus scene is in-
dividuated from trip setting.
- Direction. The curve and the down slope focus viewing
at scene.
- Open Viewing. The whole scene can be grasped without
foreground interference.
General Meaning:
- Function. The residential function appears dominant.
Design factors for the monument are:
Form Characteristics:
- Shape. Simple, strong shape.
- Size. Considerably larger than any other element in
the scene.
- Color. White differentiates it from the homogeneous
dull tones of the housing.
- Silhouette. Strongly outlined against the sky.
- Verticality. Tall spire.
- Location. At top of hill.
Road Characteristics: Same as scene.
General Meaning:
- Symbolic. Looks like an important monument (obelisk).
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(ii) Campus High School
The next dominant scene is -the future Campus High School in
Madison Park. It is approached on a down sweeping curve which aims view-
ing at the scene and the white twin-peaked tower of the main building.
The scene opens from an enclosure of neutral buildings close to the road
and is closed by the road ascent after the curve. The scene is a green,
flat open space with trees and playing fields with people activity. The
buildings are white and their massing reads as one unit. The scene closes
as the viewer passes the high school tower.
Design factors for the scene are:
Form Characteristics:
- Shape. The scene is funnel-shaped in plan to allow
a gradual opening of the view.
- Size. The open space seems large in contrast with the
previous built-up area. Also, buildings are larger.
- Color. Green lawns, trees and the white buildings
make up an expected picture.
- Nearness. The scene is at the road and the road is
just above grade at the lowest point of the curve.
Activity:
- Mainly games, outdoor activities.
Newness:
- The whole development is new.
Road Characteristics:
- Enclosure. The scene to the right and the left side
of the road is enclosed with neutral buildings.
Enclosed before but not strongly enclosed after.
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- Direction. Downward sweeping curve focusing the view
to the scene.
Open viewing. No foreground interference.
General Meaning:
- Function. Obviously institutional and the children ac-
tivity should identify the high school function.
- Orienting. Should become landmark.
Design factors for the element (school tower):
Form Characteristics:
- Shape. Simple and unique.
- Size. Considerably larger than base buildings.
- Color. The white buildings are contrasted against
the green foreground.
- Silhouette. The tower stands out against the sky.
- Nearness. The school buildings and the tower are
next to the road.
- Verticality. The tall tower contrasts with the flat,
open foreground.
- Newness.
Road Characteristics:
- As for the scene; the towered school buildings close
off the scene.
General Meaning:
- The buildings and setting conform to expectations for
a school scene. The U. S. flag may help this symbo-
lism.
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(iii) Northeastern University
The Northeastern University is a similar scene--a flat, open,
green campus in the foreground, with existing white buildings in the
background plus a golden tower building which caters for assumed expan-
sion of the university. Most of the design factors are similar. Here
scene individuation has been blurred somewhat. The design intention is
to leave an impression of similar areas of open space associated with
educational facilities. The observant driver will differentiate high
school and university from the people activity in the open space. The
dominant element is the tower building which is differentiated from the
previous building by shape--cube-like instead of peaked; color--yellow
instead of white; and size--the university tower is taller.
(iv) Prudential Area
The next dominant scene begins with a glimpse of the Symphony
Hall and the Christian Science Church, the Prudential Center with its
tower and apartment buildings, then a view to the Hancock building. The
view is sweeping and long and focuses to the left of the road, partly
because of the curve right.
Dominance factors for the scene are existing. A phalanx of large,
tall, silhouetted buildiigs strongly differentiated from previous scenes
and with strong identity as a downtown business/apartment area. The de-
sign factor is largely road alignment which gives a sweeping view to this
area. The Prudential building has been glimpsed twice before on the rise
of two preceding curves.
(v) Air-rights Development
The next dominant scene is through the air-rights development
- I - - i ' I , -j; - '. 
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over the existing Mass. Pike right-of-way.
The sequence is designed as a series of three complete enclosures
under the air-rights buildings which contrast with the open sky in be-
tween. Thus, the kinetic sense of flashing through light and dark, en-
closed and open space. The sequence is held together by a series of
topical posters on the serrated, zig-zag wall. The wall is cut so that
each poster will be seen straight on and as the colors flash by the
user gets a first taste of the things that are happening, now, in the
Boston he is about to enter--shows, exhibitions, movies, plays, etc.
These posters refer to specific happenings in Boston that might interest
the user and give him new ideas about using the city. They would not
include general advertising .for consumer products.
(vi) Stadium and Water Recreation
As the road rises out of the air-rights enclosure, the new
stadium comes into view at the end of the rise. The road curves before
the stadium and exposes a view of glistening water and boats in the Fort
Point Channel.
Design factors for the stadium are:
Form Characteristics:
- Size. Large.
- Shape. A simple circular shape that is easy to read..
- Color. White concrete.
- Silhouette. The domed roof is outlined against the sky.
It is also near the road and it is new.
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Road Characteristics:
Enclosure. The road comes out of a below grade
enclosure.
- Direction. Viewing is focused up and toward the
building and is framed through last air-rights
structure.
General Meaning:
- The Stadium has identity as a significant sports area.
To make this identity stronger, colorful banners encircle the
building. The building should become a Boston landmark
heralding the new downtown area.
- Linked to the stadium view is the water scene. Dominance
factors are water and the ever-changing light patterns of
water, opennness, color, activity and movement. The area
would symbolize Boston now-invisible waterfront and a re-
juvenated city center. Road alignment, both the sweeping
curve and the descent to almost water level, contributes to
dominance,as does the nearness of the water.
(vii) Downtown
The final scene is an overview of downtown Boston with its
bustling skyline and a ramp descent to the end of the trip which is marked
by a large overhead sign reading "CENTRAL BOSTON." Design factors are the
existing silhouetted skyline with its significance as the downtown area.
The road is high and permits a direct overview before the descent. One
building has been made dominant for research purposes. The State Street
Bank is on the axial view and is stark white, contrasting with.the dull
tones of the general area.
A brief graphic description follows.
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CHAPTER 3
TESTING SOME HYPOTHESES ON THE PROCESS
OF PERCEIVING AND ORGANIZING HIGHWAY EXPERIENCE
A. Hypotheses
At this stage it would be as well to discuss the hypotheses that
might be tested in a laboratory simulation of the expressway design de-
scribed in the previous chapter. We will also discuss the tests that
will be applied; these are basically predictions of user reaction, sinie
the hypotheses have been translated into design criteria and then built
into the movie simulation.
(1) The first hypothesis was that perceivers will tend to select
from the visual environment those elements that are individuated from
their setting.
An element is defined as an object or a cluster of like objects.
"Non-continuous" elements, appearing only once in the trip, and "recurring"
elements which are visible in more than one scene have been the subject
of the design and the research while "continuous" elements, such as the
road and its furniture,, the sky, and -the road traffic have been neutralized
or removed from the design. The first film, for example, contained clouds
but these were judged so dramatic that they were removed. The road con-
tains no furniture (lights, signs, etc.) and no traffic. While this was
largely because of the difficulty of producing such detail at the scale
of 1" - 100' 0", it does serve to remove some of the variables that might
tend to conflict with the goal of using the environment as the main
stimulus.
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The original intention was to test this hypothesis against a record
of subjects' eye-movements that would be obtained by having them watch
the simulation movie while wearing the eye-marker camera. However, the
availability of time prevented this--long and frustrating experience
with the eye-marker over the last two years led to the exclusion of this
testing device at the moment. Consequently, this "seeing" hypothesis was
joined with a memory hypothesis, viz.
(2) That elements with strong general meaning (symbolic significance)
will be dominant in subject recall. Thus, the working hypothesis became:
(3) That elements strongly individuated from their setting and
possessing some general meaning will be dominant in most subjects' recall
of the trip experience. General meaning includes identity as a known
object (the Prudential) symbolizing a general value (looks like an his-
toric monument), giving a clue to a function or activity (the schools,
the stadium, the boats), conveying explicit information (signs, posters),
and having orientation significance (Prudential).
This hypothesis should also hold for scenes as well as elements, if
the scene can be read as a whole.
Let us first discuss the dominant elements. It can be seen from the
design description that a number of elements have been designed for
dominance. These are the Fort Hill monument; the Campus High School tower;
the Northeastern University tower; the Prudential building; the John Han-
cock building; the Air-Rights buildings and the posters; the new Stadium;
the boats on the water (Fort Point Channel); the State Street Bank build-
ing; the Central Boston sign. Some of the elements will be more dominant
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than others and Table A attempts to explain this relative dominance. The
table is a description of the relative strength of each of the dominance
factors supporting each element when compared with the other elements.
The expressway design was established by creating a number of dis-
tinctive, legible scenes and in each scene is an element which was given
enough dominance factors to make it dominant over the scene. I mention
this because the dominance description of each element in Table A is a
measure of dominance in relation to the other elements in the trip and
not to the scene in which it appears. For instance, the Fort Hill monu-
ment is rated lower for size than shape in relation to the other elements
whereas size is probably as important a factor as shape for this element
within the setting of a densely packed but small scale residential hill.
The factors which have already been described in Chapter 2 under
"Specific Criteria" were applied to the elements and, then measured for
the relative strength of factors possessed by each element in relation to
the other nine elements. The same procedure was used for scenes. The
measurement is gross and, in most cases, a personal judgment. Only time
in view and direction of viewing can be measured accurately. Relative
measurements of size and nearness are easy enough but the rest are dubi-
ous measurements unless several analysts can come to independent agree-
ment on the relative strength of each factor. The system was tried by
one other person separately and our results agreed as far as the general
grouping of elements of strongest and weakest dominance, but I make no
claims for it as a predictive system. Rather I regard it as a more com-
plete definition of what I was trying to do in the design and as a kind
of yardstick which will help me discuss the results of the subject data.
At our present state of knowledge we have no clear way of measuring
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TABLE A: DESIGN DESCRIPTION-THE RELATIVE DOMINANCE OF ELEMENTS
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TABLE B: DESIGN DESCRIPTION-RELATIVE DOMINANCE OF SCENES
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dominance factors nor do we know whether one factor or group of factors
is more important than another.
From Table A it can be seen that the Prudential Tower, the Air-Rights
buildings, the stadium, the Fort Hill monument and perhaps the Campus High
School tower should be among the most dominant elements while the John
Hancock building, the State Street Bank building and the Northeastern Uni-
versity tower should be among the least dominant elements.
Table B describes the relative dominance of scenes over the trip.
From Table B, the Prudential scene should have high dominance while the
Campus High School scene and the Northeastern University scene should
have lower dominance.
(4) The hypothesis that road direction tends to focus viewing and U
that elements straight ahead of the direction of motion has been accepted
in this experiment as a given dominance factor. Because of the limited
angle of vision of the modelscope when compared to the visual field avail-
able to the human eye, this hypothesis cannot be tested in a motion pic-
ture simulation. I mention it here because of the large constraint this
factor puts on the film simulation--viewing has been preselected and each
element designed for dominance will appear at some time in the middle of
the projection screen.
(5) The hypothesis that functional elements of the road experience
will tend to become segmentation points is difficult to test in this movie
simulation. The early design indicated two decision points--the Inner Belt
junction and the Southwest Expressway junction--but these were not built
into the model because of the technical problems of producing the necessary
signs at the scale of 1" to 100' 0", and the difficulty of tracking the
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camera vehicle over these breaks. However, the Air-Rights descent is a
marked change in the road experience and should become a segmentation
point for most users. The bridge overpass after the Fort Hill scene is
another functional element that may be used to close off this scene.
(6) The other major hypothesis is that the subjects will tend to
reproduce in recall a trip structure that reflects the designed structure.
That is, the main segments should be reproduced, the dominant elements
and scenes should be correctly located and described, the progression of
areas should be correctly located and described, and the road alignment
should be generally accurate in relation to the above.
B. Choice of Subjects
Ten subjects were used in the experiment, six male, four female.
They ranged in age from 17 to 33 and were of dissimilar educational back-
ground (one high school senior, three undergraduates and six graduates).
As far as can be judged, they were all "middle class." Place of resi-
dence varied in distance from central Boston. The range is from Jamaica
Plain, Cambridge, Arlington, to places such as Lexington and Winchester.
Time of residence varied from five months to 18 years.
Eight were drivers with an average driving experience per week of
eight hours per week. Two were non-drivers with passenger experience of
eight and 13 hours per week. Subjects were chosen at random with no pre-
requisites except that they had not participated in any of our previous
experiments and that they were unaware of the kind of questions that they
would be asked.
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C. The Simulation
The movie simulation of the trip was shown to a sample of ten sub-
jects. The subjects were told that the film was a simulation of a trip
on an expressway to central Boston. They were also told that the film
did not represent an existing situation and that much of what they saw
would be unfamiliar. They were asked to pretend that the film presented
the real world and that they were, each, a front seat passenger in an
automobile which was traveling on the expressway. At the end of the film
they were told that I hoped to discover how complete a picture Lhey had
in their minds of the trip that they had just "traveled." The subjects
then answered the questionnaire (Appendix B) by writing their answers
on the question sheet. Thus the conditions for each subject were identi-
cal and the influence that an interviewer can have on the results was
minimized.
This method of data gathering contrasts with the usual method for
"field" interviews in which the interviewee is questioned by an inter-
viewer who tapes or notes the replies. It is also likely that there will
be several interviewers gathering data from the sample population. This
method is subject to unintentional distortion even when only one inter-
viewer is used. The inflection of voice may be enough to send a sub-
ject's mind scurrying in a particular direction and where several inter-
viewers are used, the distortion is likely to be greater.
D. The Tests
In Question 1, the subjects were asked to recall freely the high
spots of the "trip." They were asked to record these in order of vivid-
ness in their memories. Sequential ordering was discouraged. The ques-
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tion was designed to bring out those things or parts of the trip that were
most dominant.
Question 2 was the verbal and graphic recall of the trip. Subjects
were asked to draw a map of the route and note or sketch in their most
dominant impressions along the way. They were asked to number their no-
tations in the order that they put them down. This part of the question
was designed as a check on elements or scenes that they remembered as
dominant. Although it was expected that the first question would strongly
influence all subsequent recall, nonetheless some further dominance infor-
mation should come out of the map. In addition, I wanted to see how sub-
jects organized the trip and a graphic representation would give some
strong indications of this.
Subjects were also asked if the trip seemed to segment itself in
their memory and these segments were shown on the map. Finally, subjects
were asked to indicate on the map those parts of the trip that they
found pleasing or displeasing--I wanted to see if there was any relation-
ship between things liked and things dominant, and further, to see if there
were any characteristics of dominant elements that were general over the
subject group. Things liked would also be compared with things found in-
teresting in Question 5.
In Question 3, subjects were asked to describe the physical appearance
of the areas that they passed and to describe the activity that they as-
sociated with each area. The question was designed to draw out subject
organization of the trip and to see how much information about the city
they were able to gain from the journey. They were also asked to score
each area for dominance. In the first two questions, recall was free and
considerable importance was attached to the first things mentioned in
each question, as indicators of dominance. The third question attempts
to avoid the "set" that would probably be developed in the previous ques-
tions by asking for the areas in sequential order from beginning of the
trip to end, and then asking for dominance scores. I expected a more
comprehensive organization of the trip and the scoring asked for a con-
sidered judgment on their part of each area in relation to the whole
trip.
In Question 4, subjects were asked to assign a dominance score to
the most dominant elements in their memory and then to identify those
characteristics of the element that made it dominant to them.
The purpose of the question was to gain a confirmatory check on which
elements were most dominant and to gather subject information on dominance
factors which could then be compared with the designed dominance factors
for each element.
The design approach has been to deduce from analysis of an existing
situation those factors that seem most important; these factors were
then applied to a new design. Subjects were asked to interpret their re-
call and their interpretations should be compared with the design des-
cription of dominance factors. Even when dominance factors are isolated
by analysis, there is still a major problem in weighting these factors.
Are there factors which are generally more important than others? If so,
what are they and how much more important? Subject interpretation may
indicate some of the answers.
Question 5 asked which elements and/or area were most interesting,
and why, and which were least interesting, and why. I wanted to compare
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interest with personal preference (Question 2) and dominance and to
get some information on interest factors.
Question 6 was concerned with the simulation technique and asked for
comments on the "reality" of the simulation, its drawbacks, and how the
subjects thought it might be improved.
E. Interpretation of Results
The results of the analysis of Questions 1 through 5 will first be
discussed separately and then the combined results will be discussed.
Question 1
This is the free recall question and it was expected that the most
dominant elements for the group would likely be among those mentioned in
answer to this question.
The results are shown in Table C which illustrates three methods of
analysis. Table C-1 ranks all elements mentioned or described by the
total number of references from all subjects.* Table C-2 is a further
analysis of the first ten elements mentioned or described by.each subject
and takes account of their ranking in order of dominance. The elements
were assigned a score (by the analyst) from 10 to 1 according to the rank
order given by. each subject. Thus the first element mentioned by each
subject received a score of 10, the second a score of 9, and so on. The
scores were then summed for each element and ranked as an indication of
the importance of each element to the group as a-whole. On the assumption
that the first element mentioned by each subject is likely to be the most
dominant for that subject, those elements are asterisked (*) that were
Repeated references were counted.
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mentioned first by any subject.
In Question 1 the most dominant elements are clearly the Air-Rights
buildings, the Prudential tower, the boats and water. In the next most
dominant bracket are the Fort Hill Monument, Fort Hill houses, posters
under the Air-Rights development and the arrow signs. The stadium, the
Campus High tower and the John Hancock building appear to have somewhat
lesser dominance.
It can be seen from Tables C-1 and C-2 that the first three ele-
ments were mentioned more by the group and were also ranked highest for
dominance by most of the group. Taking the first nine elements from
Table C-1, it can be seen that there is a general agreement in Table C-2
on seven elements. The two missing elements, the John Hancock and the
Campus High Tower, had three references in Table C-1 so they are not sig-
nificantly out of agreement.
Of the two elements in Table C-1 that were not included in the first
nine of C-2, one of them, the stadium, was mentioned by five subjects but
ranked low by them (12); nonetheless this element is not far out of line.
The Sonny & Cher poster, however, was ranked 15.5 and mentioned by
only two subjects and thus is out of agreement. All of the elements except
one (white thing) mentioned first by the group appear in the first nine
elements of Table C-1 and C-2.
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TABLE C-1
QUESTION 1 - RANK ORDER OF ELEMENTS
BY NUMBER OF REFERENCES
Number of
Elements in Rank Order References
Air-Rights Bldgs. 11
*Prudential Tower - . 9
*Boats and Water
Posters under Air-Rights
*Arrow Signs
Stadium I.
8
5
Sonny & Cher Posters
*Fort Hill Houses 4
*Fort Hill Monument
..-- --- ------- --
Campus High Tower
U. S. Flag
John Hancock Bldg.
Olympic Sign 3
Central Boston Sign
Trees (general)
Road Surface (general)
Fort Hill
Boston Pops Poster 2
Lou Rawls Posters
Campus High Football
Field
N.E. Univ. FootballPrudential Apts.
State Street Bank Bldg.
Tenements
Close-up of Woman
(poster)*
British Flag (poster)
"I Do, I Do" (poster)
Ramp Left (parking bldg.)
Downtown Bldgs.
Carspeed & Swerve
White thing (a model
light)
N.E. Univ. Tower
1
-
*
TABLE C-
QUESTION 1 - GROU
OF DOMIN
Elements in
Rank Order
*Air-Rights Bldgs.
*Prudential Tower
*Boats and Water
*Fort Hill Monument
*Fort Hill Houses
Posters under Air
Rights
*Arrow Signs
Campus High Tower
John Hancock Bldg.
U. S. Flag
Fort Hill
Stadium
Trees (general)
Road Surface
Sonny & Cher Poster
Lou Rawls Poster
White Thing (model
light)
Prudential Apts.
Boston Pops Poster
N.E. Univ. Tower
N.E. Univ. Football
Field
Campus High Football
Field
Olympic Sign
Central Boston Sign
"I Do, I Do" poster
Road Curves (General)
Ramp Left (parking
bldg.)
Downtown Bldgs.
5.5
7
8
9
10.5
10.5
12
13
14
15.5
15.5
15.5
18
20.5
20.5,
20.5
20.5
23
24
25
26
27.5
27.5
4
4
3
3
3
2
5
2
3
2
2
1
.1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
? RANK ORDER
ANCE
;roup No. of
Rank Subjects
1 10
2 8
3 7
4 4
5.5 4
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Question 2A
This is the map question and the first part asked for a graphic and
verbal description of the most dominant impressions of the trip as they
.remembered it. As expected most of the elements mentioned in Question 1
were reproduced in the maps. A similar analysis was made and is shown in
Table D. Table D-1 lists the elements in rank order by total number of
references by all subjects. Table D-2 lists the top ten elements of each
subject in group rank order by the order in which each subject noted
them on the map (for 8 subjects only; 2 did not note order of mention).
This is based on the assumption that the first things drawn on the map
are likely to be the most dominant for each subject. The first thing
mentioned or drawn on the map by any subject is asterisked.
It can be seen from Tables D-1 and D-2 that the first two elements
were both most mentioned and ranked highest by most subjects. Taking
those elements with 6 or more references (in Table D-1), it can be seen
that 7 of the 8 elements also appear in the first 9 elements of Table
D-2. The arrow signs only, are low in -the group ranking. Conversely,
from Table D-2, the John Hancock and the trees have only 3 references
each. Thus, it is clear that the most dominant elemen'ts in this question
are the air-rights buildings and the Prudential Tower. It is also rea-
sonably clear that the boats and water, the posters, the stadium, the
Central Boston sign, the Fort Hill monument are among the most dominant
elements. The other element of interest in the map analysis is the road
alignment as drawn. None of the subjects reproduced the 7 curves of the
road. Three drew or noted 5 curves, 4 drew or noted 3 curves, one drew
2 curves, and two subjects recalled the trip as one long sweeping curve.
On the other hand, 8 of the subjects reproduced the final sweeping curve
past the stadium and the boats, into central Boston.
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TABLE D-1
QUES. 2A - RANK ORDER OF ELEMENTS
BY NUMBER OF REFERENCES ON MAP
TABLE D-2
QUESTION 2A - RANK ORDER OF ELEMENTS
BY SEQUENCE NOTED
Elements
in Rank Order
Prudential Tower
*Air-Rights Bldgs.
*Boats and Water
Number of
References
10
10
8
Posters under Air- 6
Rights
Stadium 6
Central Boston Sign 6
Arrow Signs 6
*Fort Hill Monument 6
*Fort Hill 4
*Campus High Tower 3
U. S. Flag 3
John Hancock 3
Downtown Buildings 3
Trees.(general) 3
Overpass 2
Olympic Sign 2
Boston Pops Poster 2
Sonny & Cher Poster 2
*Fort Hill Houses 2
Campus High Football 1
Field
N.E. Univ. Football 1
Field
N.E. Univ. Tower 1
State Street Bank 1
Tenements 1
British Flag Poster
Lou Rawls Poster
Exit Ramp
Road Continues
Early Curves
Ramp Left (parking
bldg.)
White thing (model
light)
Road Surface
Clouds
Elements
in Rank Order.
*Air-Rights Buildings
Prudential Tower
*Fort Hill (hill plus
monument)
*Boats and Water
Central Boston Sign
John Hancock
Trees (general)
Stadium
Posters
*Campus High Tower
- ---- - ----
*Fort Hill Houses
U S. Flag
N.E. Univ. Tower
Early Curves in Road
Olympic Sign
N.E. Univ. Football
Field
Road Continues
Exit
- State Street Bank
Arrow Sign
Ramp Left (parking
building)
White Thing
Prudential Apts.
Group
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.5
9.5
11
12
13
14
15
16.5
16.5
18
21
21
21
21
No. of
Subjects
8
7
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
241
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Question 2B
Subjects were asked to segment the trip on the map. The question
was designed to gather data on how subjects organized the trip. Table
E shows the results graphically. Two subjects did not segment the trip
at all. Of the remaining eight, there is general agreement among six
subjects that there is a segmentation point at the final view of the
Prudential Tower and another at the end of the air-rights development.
Five subjects either began the trip after the first scene or segmented
after the first scene; two used the overpass as a segmentation point.
Three subjects segmented after the view of the Prudential or at the be-
ginning of the air-rights development and three segmented at the exit
ramp.
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Question 2C
Question 2C asked subjects to indicate which elements they liked or
disliked. It was designed on the assumption that personal preference
will contribute to dominance. From Table F it can be seeri that the boats
and water, the Fort Hill scene, the Prudential Tower and the posters ex-
cited the most comment. Most subjects liked the boats and water, the
Fort Hill scene, and the Prudential Tower. Opinion was divided on the
air-rights buildings and the posters.
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Element
Boats and Water
Fort Hill Scene
Prudential Tower
Air-Rights Building
Posters
Central Boston Sign
Campus High Scene
John Hancock
Downtown.
Arrow Signs
Boston Pops
Sonny & Cher
Campus High Tower
U. S. Flag
Campus High Football Field
N.E. Univ. Tower
Prudential Area
Prudential Apts.
Stadium
Olympic Sign
State Street Bank
Trees
British Flag
Lou Rawls
Road Surface
Ramp Left
TABLE F
Highly
Pleasing
5
3
2
Mildly
Pleasing
2
2
Disliked
1
2
5
Total
8
7
7
2 3 4 9
2 2 2 6
2:
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
2
1
3
'1
d
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Question 3
This question was designed to elicit data on how the subjects saw
the progression of city areas through which they passed.
The results are summarized in Table G which is constructed in the
following way: (1) General references to the area are shown under "scene."
Where subjects have used elements to help describe the physical appearance
of the area,they have also been listed. The total number of references is
called the "area." (2) The activity associated with each area is listed
in column 3 with the number of subjects in brackets. -(3) Column 4 gives
the total of subject dominance scores for each area or part of an area--
these are totaled for the area score, and column 5 gives the number of sub-
jects who scored the area.
From Table G it can be seen that the rank order of dominance for areas,
according to the subjects' dominance scoring, is:
1. The Prudential area
2. The sailing area (boats and water)
3. The air-rights development area
4. The Fort Hill area
5. The downtown area
6. The Campus High area
On the other hand, the rank order by number of references in Part A of the
question which asked for a physical description ranks as follows:
1. Fort Hill area
2. Prudential area
3. Sailing area
4. Air-rights area
5. Downtown area
6. Campus High area
I
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Part B of the question asked for the associated activity and it can be
seen that there was general agreement on the identification of the Fort
Hill area, the Prudential area, the sailing area, and the downtown area.
I
Total
Number of Associated Activity - Number Subject Number of
Area and Components References of Subjects in Brackets Score Subjects
Fort Hill Scene
Fort Hill
Fort Hill Houses
Fort Hill Monument
Campus High Scene
Campus High Tower
Football Field
U. S. Flag
Area
Area
N.E. University Scene
N.E. University Tower
Football Field
Area
Prudential Scene
Prudential Tower
Prudential Apts.
John Hancock
Area
Air-rights Buildings
Posters
Area
Stadium
Boats and Water
Downtown Scene
State Street Bank Building
Area
8
3
5
17
1
2
0
1
4
0
1
1
2
6
2
3
12
6
2
8
4
9
5
1
6
Residential (8)
Farming (1),
School (1)
Eng. Plant (1),
University (1)
Office/Apts. (8)
{Apts. (1), Off. (1),
Comm. (1), Construction (1)
Advertising (2)
Auditorim (1), School (1),
Stadium (2)
Sailing/pleasure (5),
Waterfront (1)
Downtown (5)
Office (1)
45
20
36
10
15
9
70
33
15
48
17
53
36
36
7
3
5
1
3
10
5
2
7
3
6
5
5
TABLE G: DOMINANT AREAS
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Question 4
The question was designed to gain further information on the domin-
ance of elements and attempted to elicit subject opinion on what caused
the dominance. In general, subjects enumerated so many dominance factors
that only factors with more than 50 percent agreement among subjects have
been considered at all as indicators of element dominance. The subjects
were also asked to assign a score between 1 and 10 to each element for
dominance.
The results are shown in Table H. The most dominant elements are
clearly the air-rights buildings, the boats and water, the Prudential
Tower. The stadium and the posters are in the next bracket and the Fort
Hill monument, the Campus High Tower, downtown buildings, arrow signs
and the Central Boston sign are at the lower end of the dominance scale.
The factors were further analyzed to get some idea of the relative
importance of each factor, or kind of factor for the group as a whole. The
results are shown in Table I which was assembled in the following manner:
The number of references to each factor was expressed as a percentage of
the number of subjects who mentioned it. These percentages were summed
for each factor and then ranked. It can be seen from Table J that form
factors are more dominant in subject recall than meaning factors. No
claims are made for this result as a. "universal truth" but it suggests
an interesting hypothesis for further research into the relative importance
of various kinds of dominance factors.
I
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TABLE H
QUESTION 4: DOMINANT ELEMENTS AND DOMINANCE FACTORS
Elements
in Rank Order
Air-Rights Building
Boats and Water
Prudential Tower
Stadium
Posters
Fort Hill Monument
Campus High Tower
Downtown Buildings
Arrow Signs
Central Boston sign
Total
Score
53
53
52
37
32
32
28
24
23
23
No. of
Subjects
9
3
4
5
3
Factors (Number
of Subjects in Brackets)
Orienting (9), Easily labeled (8),
Shape (8), Silhouette (8), Verti-
cality (7), Familiar (7), Size (6),
Location (6)
Easily labeled (5), Color (4),
Movement (4), Function (4), Fa-
miliar (4), Pleasing (4)
Orienting (9), Shape (8), Silhou-
ette (8), Easily labeled (8),
Verticality (7), Familiar (7),
Size (6), Location (6)
Shape (5), Color (5), Nearness (4)
Novel (4)
Newness (4), Novel (4)
Color (3), Silhouette (3), Alti-
tude (3), Novel (3), Pleasing (3)
Shape (3), Silhouette (2), Easily
labeled- (2), Familiar (2).
Size (4), Silhouette (4), Shape (3),
Color (3), Verticality (3), Com-
plexity (3), Location (3), Func-
tion (3), Familiar (3)
Shape (4), Size (3), Function (3),
Familiar (3)
Silhouette (3), Shape (2), Size (2),
Nearness (2)
i
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TABLE I
QUESTION 4: DOMINANCE FACTORS MOST MENTIONED BY
SUBJECT GROUP FOR ALL ELEMENTS DESCRIBED
Total of Indiv.
Percentages
604
549
502
497
473
421
411
406
399
383
340
296
280
261
258
242
232
214
211
204
Factors in
Rank Order
Shape
Color
Silhouette
Size
Location
Orienting
Pleasing
Easily Labeled
Nearness
Familiar
Function
Sense of Motion
Novel/Surprising
Movement/activity
Verticality
Sense of Enclosure
Newness
Style
Altitude of Road
Displeasing
Factor Grouping
Form Individuation
Meaning
Viewing Individuation
Meaning
Viewing Individuation
Meaning
Form Individuation
Viewing
Meaning
Viewing Individuation
Meaning
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Question 5
This question asked for the most interesting parts of the trip and
the least interesting. The results are shown in Table J.
The most interesting elements were the boats and water, air-rights
buildings, the Prudential building. Opinion was divided on the Fort Hill
scene although the monument was rated most interesting by two subjects.
Comparing the top elements in Table J with those in Table F and
with the emerging dominance pattern, it is apparent that while the most
interesting elements are likely to also be the most dominant, this is
not necessarily the case with elements most liked. Four out of nine
subjects disliked the air-rights buildings, two out of six disliked the
posters, two out of two disliked the arrow signs.
I
TABLE J
QUESTION 5: INTEREST
Element
Boats and Water
Air-rights Bldg.
Prudential Bldg.
Fort Hill Scene
Fort Hill Mon.
Prudential Area
Downtown Area
Fort Hill
Fort Hill Houses
Campus High School
U. S. Flag
John Hancock
No. of
Subjects
7
6
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
Most Interesting
Factors (Number of
References in Brackets)
Contrast (4), Movement (2),
Restful (1), Familiar (1),
Surprise (1)
Uncommon (3), Enclosure (2),
Detail (1), Color (1), Sense
of Motion (1)
Familiar (3), Orienting (1),
Size (1), Importance (1),
Style (1)
Social Group (1)
Form (2), Light (1)
Color (1), Complexity (1)
Complexity (1)
Color (1)
Oddity - 3 stars (1)
Orienting (1)
No. of
Subjects
0
2
Least Interesting
Factors (Number of
References in Brackets)
Color (1), Unreal (1),
Enclosure (1)
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
Poor Condition (2),
Color (2), Density (1),
Dull (1)
Surprise (1) 1Stadium 1 Limited View (1)
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Element Dominance - Combined Results
The number of references by the -subjects was summed over Questions
1, 2A, 2C, 3A, 4, and 5 for each element and the results are presented in
Table K in rank order. The number of subjects who referred to the element
is also noted.
The general pattern of dominant elements shown in the individual
question analyses continues. For easier comparison, a check indicates
these elements appearing in the top group (varies in size) of Tables
C-1, C-2, D-1, D-2 and H which also appear in the top eleven elements of
the combined results. The consistency in the pattern is obvious and
clearly indicates that there is no need to go beyond Question 1 for the
top three dominant elements. The rank order of elements of lesser domin-
ance may change during the analysis but the pattern remains clear for the
top eight elements and thus, it can be definitely concluded that the most
dominant elements in the trip simulation are the boats and water, the
air-rights buildings, the Prudential Tower, the stadium, the posters,
the Fort Hill monument, Fort Hill and the arrow signs.
TABLE K
ELEMENT DOMINANCE - COMBINED RESULTS OF QUESTIONS 1, 2A, 2C, 3A. 4 AND 5
Table C-1 Table C-2 Table D-1 Table D-2 Table H No. of No. of
(top 9) (top 9) (top 9) (top 10) (top 10) Elements in Rank Order References Subjects
/ /Air-Rights Bldg. 56 10
V/ / / Boats & Water 52 9
/ / / / Prudential Tower 43 9
X V Stadium 26 7
V/ // // Posters 25 7
/ / / /Fort Hill Monument 22 6
X X / Fort Hill 18 4
/ / X / Arrow Signs 18 6
X / X / Campus High Tower 16 4
X X V / V Central Boston Sign 15 7
X X X X X U. S. Flag 14 3
X X / X John Hancock 14 3
Trees (general) 11 4
Road Curves (general) 11 7
Final Curves 9 7
Prudential Apartments 8 4
Sonny & Cher (posters) 8 3
Olympic Sign 7 3
Boston Pop (poster) 6 2
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION OF RESULTS
TABLE t
THE RELATIVE DOMINANCE OF ELEMENTS: DESIGN VERSUS SUBJECTS
Design
Prudential Tower
Air-Rights Buildings
Stadium
Fort Hill Monument
Campus High Tower
Boats and Water
Posters
Central Boston Sign
John Hancock Building
State Street Bank Building
N.E. University Tower
Subjects
Air-Rights Buildings
Boats and Water
Prudential Tower
Stadium
Posters
Fort Hill Monument
Fort Hill
Arrow Signs
Campus High Tower
Central Boston Sign
John Hancock Building
U. S. Flag
The evaluation will compare subject recall of the trip with the design
intention and will discuss the validity of the hypotheses, the need for
further research or new hypotheses.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11.5
11.5
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A. Dominant Elements
First, the dominant elements. Table L lists the dominant elements
from the combined analysis of subject recall and the elements that were
designed for dominance in the simulation. There is general agreement
between the two groups of elements with some exceptions which should be
discussed and, if possible, explained.
Two elements designed for dominance within a scene that were not re-
called as dominant over the trip were the State Street Bank building,
which appears in the final downtown scene, and the Northeastern University
tower, which appears in the Northeastern University scene. The explanation
for the bank building's lack. of dominance seems simple enough--it didn't
have enough dominance factors. From both the design description of the
element in its setting (page 50 ) and the factor description of the ele-
ment in relation to other dominant elements (Table A), it can be seen that
the major dominance factor was color. The element does have an axial
view, but not for long; it -is bigger than the other buildings, but not
much. The element was designed as "stark white,'contrasting with the dull
tones of the general area." The one subject who referred to the element
described it as a "tall white building (State Office Building, I think)."
That the building is not strongly individuated can be attributed to four
factors. Time in view is short, its setting is very similar in shape, at-
tention is quickly gathered to the Central Boston sign which conveys
strong and explicit orientation information, and there is a marked change
in road experience on the exit ramp. It seems apparent that strong color
contrast is insufficient in this situation. It would be interesting to
see how many factors would have to be applied to make the element dominant
in recall. Would increasing the building height by one third be sufficient?
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Or would a more distinctive shape such as a penthouse or a spire be
enough? Or perhaps adding an identifying sign would make it dominant.
These changes are simple to make on the model and would give a much
clearer indication of how many factors are required for dominance in this
kind of setting.
The Northeastern University tower is harder to explain because sub-
ject dominance was expected to be greater than the results indicate. The
element is almost totally absent from subject recall. There were a few
references to a "tall building" and one subject correctly located it on
the map. The major dominance factors were color and verticality, time in
view and direct viewing. The color (yellow) may have lost its individu-
ality because of the general vividness of the film color print. The tower's
verticality was such that it dominated its immediate setting but it had
strong competition from the towering Prudential building which appears in
this scene. Time in view was relatively high (20.8 seconds) and direct
viewing was also high (16 seconds). It seems likely that this whole
scene gets lost in the anticipatory viewing of the Prudential area but
this will be discussed under dominant scenes below.
The element's negative dominance factors seem to be a lack of dis-
tinctive shape and identity. The tower has a simple rectangular shape and
needs to be more strongly differentiated from the Prudential tower in the
background and it probably needs stronger identity to differentiate it from
the hundreds of similar anonymous towers held in subjects' memories. The
interesting thing is that time in view and direct viewing are apparently
not strong enough factors, per se, to produce dominance in recall. It
would be interesting to test this element with the eye-marker camera to
see how long subjects actually look at it. If eye-fixation time proved to
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be high, then this would indtcate a weak link between things looked at
and things remembered,
Some elements remembered as dominant were not designed for dominance.
These were Fort Hill, the arrow signs, and perhaps the U. S. flag. Fort
Hill was treated by the designer as a component of a dominant scene but
it was expected that the monument would so dominate the scene that the
hill would have not remained dominant in recall. In fact, the two ele-
ments seem rather interdependent in recall (as do the boats -and the water).
All subjects who remembered the hill also remembered the monument on top
of the hill. However, two subjects recalled the monument without the hill,
so the interesting question is would there be an equivalent recall of the
hill without the monument? This could be tested in a later simulation ex-
periment. In any case the hill should have been predicted by the designer
primarily because of its silhouetted shape and size, its legibility, over-
viewing and visual closure.
The arrow signs would .not have been predicted because of their il-
legibility in the film and ironically this seems' to have been the main
reason why they are dominant in recall. The people who remember them
vividly, tried hard to read them and were annoyed when they couldn't.
The signs possess no dominance factors except shape (arrow shape). They
were originally designed to test an hypothesis that road signs are a clue
to-information and are forgotten once the information is absorbed. Two of
the signs point to and identify scenes--the Fort Hill scene and the Pru-
dential scene, and one points to an identifies a parking building which
turned out to be unnoticeable in the film. These signs could be made
legible in a film simulation and it would be interesting to test whether
in fact they would drop in dominance and whether the Fort Hill scene and
the Prudential scene would increase substantially in dominance because of
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the information content of the signs. The dominance of these signs in-
dicates, at least, a strong "effort after meaning" on the part of the
subjects.
The dominance of the U. S. flag was caused mainly by its novelty--
the flag has only three stars. It is interesting that the amount of pos-
sible viewing time is so short. While the flag is in view for 8.3
seconds, the three stars are only discernible for 3.2 seconds. A more
compelling example is the fact that a number of individual posters were
recalled by a number of subjects. The Sonny and Cher poster, for example,
was recalled by three subjects although the possible viewing time for this
poster was barely more than one second.
What is also interesting about the U. S. flag is that such small (in
size) details as stars on a flag can cause dominance when they are not con-
gruent with the viewer's expectations. Perhaps incongruity should become
a design criterion which would help serve the need for novelty in the en-
vironment. If such small incongruities can be dominant, then the applica-
tion of the criterion need not conflict with the need to organize, the
basic structure of the trip could remain--incongruous details could even
strengthen the basic structure.
In general, the discrepancies between the design intent and subject
recall are few and we can conclude that the hypothesis that "elements
strongly individuated from their setting and possessing some general mean-
ing will be dominant in most subjects' recall of the trip experience,"
seems to be a valid hypothesis for this situation. The hypothesis has not
been proven, of course, but further research from this base could strengthen
its validity considerably. By manipulating the supposed variables, we can
see whether we have the right variables and perhaps get some idea of the
relative importance of each variable. Having built dominance into the ele-
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ments, we should now try to take it away, factor by factor, until the
element is no longer dominant in subject recall. If we can do this, then
we will have shown that general user reaction to the expressway experience
can be designed and that we can facilitate the user's attempt to organize
by, at least, providing some "dominant details" for his structural pattern.
The need for more research on the factors that cause dominance becomes
apparent when we consider the relative dominance of each element over the
whole trip. Considering again Table L we can see that, with one signifi-
cant exception, there is general agreement on the elements of greatest
dominance and of least dominance with some uncertainty in the middle group.
The most obvious disagreement is with the boats and water. Why is this
element ranked high in subject recall and yet is in the middle dominance
group as established by the design? Perhaps we can get some indication of
what caused this element to be so dominant from consideration of subject
opinion. Of the seven subjects that listed the element dominant in the
fourth question, four or more indicated the following factors as important--
color (4), movement (4), easily labeled (4), familiar (4), and personally
pleasing (4) (Table H). In Question 2c, seven subjects found the scene
most interesting and four agreed that it was because the scene was strongly
contrasted with the preceding and succeeding areas (Table F), and in
Question .5, seven out of eight subjects who expressed a personal prefer-
ence found the scene pleasing. There are three factors here that were not
considered in the design description that determined the design rank order.
(W) Movement
Movement was not considered a valid dominance factor in the
film simulation for the obvious reason that there is no movement on the
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model. The importance of visible activity has been discussed in the hy-
potheses and design criteria and it is interesting to see that four out
of seven subjects imputed movement as a dominance factor for this scene.
(ii) Personal Preference
Personal preference was not considered in the design description
because it seemed unpredictable. And yet it now seems reasonable to pre-
dict that most people would like a scene such as the boats and water. How-
ever, generalizing about personal preference still looks like an unprofi-
table pursuit. It is interesting to note that while the elements rated
"most interesting" (Table J) are also the most dominant elements, this
does not follow for elements rated "pleasing"--in fact, four out of nine
subjects disliked the air-rights buildings. What does occur, though, is
that the dominant elements tend to receive the most comments on personal
preference (either liked or disliked).
(iii) Contrast
Contrast was not considered as a dominance factor for elements
because individuation from setting is contrast. It was considered a domin-
ance factor for scenes and probably should also be one for elements when
they are to be ranked for relative dominance over the trip.
B. Structure
At the second level of organization the trip was designed as a pro-
gression of areas (represented by scenes), which in turn represent gross
preconceptions of the makeup of city areas. These would become "chunks"
of information within trip segments. The segments should have been empha-
sized by decision points or other functional aspects of the road experience.
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The questions to be asked are: Were the scenes recalled as the design in-
tended? Were the areas represented by the scenes recognized? Were they
organized into segments and were the segmentation points functional? Were
the segments congruent with what the subjects expected?
(i) Scene Recall
The scenes designed for recall were: the Fort Hill scene, which
includes the hill, houses and monument as components; the scene is repre-
sentative of an old, medium-density residential area. The Campus High
School scene, including the school tower, U. S. flag and football field
as the main components, and the Northeastern University scene, containing
the point block and a football field as major components, these scenes
represent an educational area. The Prudential scene contains the Pruden-
tial tower, the apartments and the John Hancock building as major com-
ponents and represents the downtown business/apartment area. The air-rights
development contains the air-rights buildings and the posters as major
components and represents a break between the Prudential climax and the
final downtown approach; the sense of "downtown" should be maintained
through the posters which refer to downtown events. The stadium closely
followed by the boats and water represents an unexpected downtown recre-
ational area. The final downtown scene is composed of a skyline of high
density buildings, the white State Street Bank building, an exit ramp and
the Central Boston sign; the scene represents arrival at a major destina-
tion--the center of Boston's downtown area. Question 3 was the main probe
and the results can be seen in Table G. The Fort Hill scene, the Prudential
scene, the air-rights scene and the downtown scene were clearly recalled.
The recreation scene tended to be recalled as separate elements--the
I
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stadium and the boats and water were linked by one subject only. The
Campus High scene was less well recalled and the Northeastern University
scene was not at all dominant. The probable reasons are that the com-
ponents were too anonymous and the scene too similar in spatial layout to
the previous scene. Scene contrast should have been greater and the in-
trusion of the Prudential scene should have been avoided. Nor was there
any visual closure before and after the scene which would have helped its
individuation. Most of the designed scenes, however, were strongly re-
called.
(ii) Area Recognition
Area recognition, as symbolized by the scenes, followed a simi-
lar pattern to scene recall. The educational area which was poorly re-
called was also difficult to identify--again indicating the probable strong
correlation between recall and identity. While one subject described a
"university" somewhere in this segment, he could not relate it to a scene.
Another identified the Campus High scene as a school but other subjects
referred to it as an engineering plant and a farming area (presumably be-
cause of the open space). However, the other areas apparently had strong
enough identity to be correctly identified. The general agreement on the
other five scenes indicates that they were quickly comprehensible and were
easily absorbed into a model of expectations.
The poor identity of the educational areas would be improved by the
inclusion in the scenes of visible activity that would clearly indicate
school play activities (this was part of the design concept but could not
be produced in the film simulation), but the surest solution, of course,
is to include some kind of explanatory sign-. For example, it is interesting
I
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to note that the two subjects who correctly identified the stadium
described it as a "stadium with the Olympic sign in front." There were
also a number of attempts to fit parts of the trip into a past experience
model. The boating area was identified by three subjects as the Charles
River; two subjects identified the Campus High tower as the Boston Uni-
versity Law tower which also has a distinctive, angled shape at the build-
ing top and is in a similar viewing position in relation to Storrow Drive.
One subject identified the stadium roof as an M.I.T. dome--this apparently
followed from his identification of the "Charles River."
(iii) Segmentation
The designed segments were as follows:
(a) The first segment contains the Fort Hill scene, the Campus High School
and Northeastern University scenes. The segment has no function ter-
mination point.
(b) The next segment contains the sweeping view to the beginnings of the
business district and should terminate at the beginning of the air-
rights development.
(c) The third segment is the enclosed air-rights experience and should
terminate as the road rises again and the stadium comes into view.
(d) The final segment includes the stadium, the boats and water, and the
final downtown scene--it terminates with the Central Boston sign.
While the number of segments recalled varies from three to six, it is
interesting to note that of the eight subjects who did segment, six agreed
on a segmentation point just before the Prudential and six agreed on seg-
mentation at the end of the air-rights development. Although only two sub-
Jects segmented at the beginning of the air-rights, all subjects remembered
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the segment vividly. It is interesting to note that six of ten subjects
drew the three overhead developments which were all very similar. It had
been expected that the redundancy would confuse recall of individual
bridges but would strengthen segment dominance. In general, further sub-
division was by scenes. Five of eight subjects either began the trip or
segmented at the beginning of the Campus High scene. Two subjects seg-
mented at the beginning of the Campus High scene. Two subjects seg-
mented at the end of the school scene and three subjects segmented at the
beginning of the final downtown scene (Table E). The results are in ac-
cord with the designed structure--the distinctive scenes helped the sub-
jects to organize and the major designed segments were recognized.
(iv) Functional Segmentation Points
There were three functional points in the design simulation--the
overpass at the end of the Fort Hill scene, the air-rights break, and the
Central Boston sign. Although six of ten subjects drew the latter on
their maps as the end of the last segment, this is doubtful evidence for
the hypothesis that segmentation would tend to be at functional points which
"close off" an area, because the film ended with this sign. However, six
of eight subjects used the air-rights break as a segmentation point and
two of eight identified the overpass as a break between the Fort Hill
scene and the high school scene.
C. Conclusions
(i) Subject Recall of the Design
In general, the design seems to have been reproduced in recall.
The major elements and scenes were recalled and recognized. The exceptions
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were the Northeastern University tower element and the two school scenes.
The dominant elements and scenes were, in general, correctly located--two
subjects wrongly located the air-rights development before the Prudential
area, two subjects wrongly separated the posters from the air-rights de-
velopment, two located the Campus High tower incorrectly, the Stadium
and the John Hancock were wrongly located by one subject each. The de-
signed segments were, in general, reproduced although subjects tended
to further segment the trip by individual scenes. The progression of
areas was correctly identified with the exception of the education area
which was not well recalled or identified. None of the subjects were
able to reproduce the road alignment correctly although most (7) were
able to recall the two final sweeping curves and correctly locate the
dominant elements in relation to those curves. Three subjects located
the Fort Hill scene and the Campus High scene correctly in relation to
a curve, so although there is no evidence that subjects experienced a
pronounced rhythm in the viewing and alignmenf pattern, there is some
evidence that the designed pattern of looking out of curves to scenes
was recognized and recalled.
(ii) Further Research
(a) The major -hypot1hesis of the experiment "that elements
strongly individuated from their setting and possessing some general mean-
ing will be dominant in most subjects' recall -of the trip experience" has
received considerable validation from the test. In order to prove the hy-
pothesis we must apply it to other similar situations and get similar re-
sults. One way to do this is to apply the criteria to an existing road
and attempt to predict user reaction. The problem with this technique is
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that the film simulation has eliminated many important variables that
will no doubt influence the dominance of elements. Visual variables such
as visible activity (including traffic) and street furniture (lighting,
signs, etc.) could not be produced in the film simulation. Senses other
than sight, particularly sound and kinesthesia, are absent in the simula-
tion, as is the tension that is a normal part of riding on an expressway.
These variables may, in fact, be of sufficient importance to nullify the
design value of the experimental results for real situations. However,
all research should be an attempt to isolate and manipulate variables and
it is here that the simulation method has great power. Even if the hy-
pothesis is valid, it is obvious that the identification of dominance vari-
ables is vague and probably incomplete. The relationship between vari-
ables is even less understood. Consequently, further research is proposed
using the existing simulation film as a control situation in which the
hypothesized variables would be manipulated for more positive identifi-
cation and for data collection on the relative effect of each variable.
Specific tests would include attempts to increase the dominance of ele-
ments such as the State Street Bank building and the Northeastern Univer-
sity tower by the addition of dominance factors. And conversely, to de-
crease the dominance of elements such as the Prudential Tower and the
Fort Hill monument by removing their supposed dominance factors.
Other tests should check the relative strength of form factors versus
identity, e.g., the Prudential Tower could be replaced by a similar form
that lacks identity; the Northeastern University tower could be identified
by a sign.
What is the relationship between form factors and viewing factors--
particularly time in view? e.g., would the dominance of the Fort Hill
monument be significantly decreased if the possible viewing time is de-
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creased? And what is the relationship between viewing time and identity?
There is already some evidence that elements with clear explicit identity
(Sonny & Cher poster) are recalled in minimal viewing time.
Segmentation. -- Would recalled segments be more definite through
the addition of functional elements? For example, what would be the ef-
fect of an overhead sign at a point on the road just before the Prudential
scene, where most people segmented? And conversely could we change sub-
ject segmentation radically by placing a functional element (decision
point sign, overhead bridge, etc.) in the middle of a generally accepted
segment, say half way through the Prudential scene? The answers to these
questions and many more could be obtained by manipulating the given situ-
ation in the film and then submitting the results to the same tests as
for the base film.
(b) Other hypotheses could be tested with the simulation
method. For example, one can hypothesize that, there is no strong link
between time looked at and dominance in- memory. Is a glimpse of the
Prudential enough to give it dominance? And would the dominance of the
Northeastern University tower be significantly increased if we doubled
the amount of time looked at?
(c) Further research should expose the film to controlled sub-
ject groups. For example, does class difference influence user reaction
and how does the recall of various class groups differ? Difference in
educational background, extremes of age, and other group differences can
be checked fairly easily. The great advantage of the simulation method
lies in the ease of data collection--the subject group can be exposed at
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the same time, under the same conditions and the whole experiment, in-
cluding interview need not take more than two hours.
(iii) General Conclusions
In conclusion, we can say that while the results of the experi-
ment support the hypotheses for this situation, they also point out a
clear path for further testing and new research which should lead to a
significant increase in knowledge of the process of perceiving and or-.
ganizing the highway experience. In addition, the experiment has led to
the development of a valid and useful method of research. The laboratory
simulation method has definite limitations, to be sure, but it has the
great research advantage of being able to inanipulate the variables in a
controlled situation. The experiment has also furthered the development
of a valuable design tool which can not only point out to a designer the
conflict of problems involved in any design but which can communicate the
design results vividly and directly without the need for a "second lan-
guage" as is required in graphic presentations such as "The View from the
Road."
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APPENDIX A
SIMULATING THE EXPRESSWAY EXPERIENCE
1. Modelscope.
The opttc modelscope is literally a periscope with wide-angle
vision. A metal tube 11 inches long and 1/4 inch in diameter, transfers
an image at right angles from a 1/16-inch lens opening in the base up
through the tube where the image can be viewed. (See diagram #1.)
2. Attachment of Modelscope to Other Equipment.
The 'scope can be attached to a movie camera, a television camera,
or a still camera. In each case the modelscope is attached to the camera
lens. A commercially-made attachment is available for the 35 m/m Nikon
still camera only (diagram #2). For the movie camera and the television
camera, we used a custom-made attachment, which consisted of a brass tube
with a 'C' mount which screws into the camera lens. The modelscope is
fitted into the brass tube with a wood blocking piece (diagram #3).
3. Application of the Equipment to Model Photography.
i. Still Photography.
No special technique is required. The 'scope is attached to the
camera lens; the equipment can be held in the model and shot as with normal
still photography. Film exposure is difficult to measure because of the
unmeasured light loss through the 'scope, but this problem is easily over-
come with experimentation. A one-second exposure with high-speed Ektachrome
EFB (tungsten) and 1/8 to 1/15 seconds with Tri-X proved to be adequate
for our lighting conditions.
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ii. Television,
A Concord television camera and a Sony monitor were used in a
closed circuit. Application of the equipment to the model is similar to
16 m/m techniques described below.
The object of the television experiment was to provide a working
tool for sequence design within the model. We had hoped that the T.V.
setup would put us in the driver's seat from the early design stages.
Since we are most interested in designing the view from a simulated
automobile, it would have been tremendously useful to have a moving pic-
ture from the road always available for experimentation with various
alignments and views and for continual design refinement. However, al-
though we managed to produce an image on the monitor, it was too hazy
for practical use. Insufficient model lighting was the basic problem--
although an extremely sensitive Vidicon tube would reputedly solve this
problem. As a further refinement to our working tool, we had hoped to
use a Video-tape recorder to store rough sequence designs and thus per-
mit model changes and alignment experiments without losing the results
of previous designs.
Although the television experiment was not very successful and
had to be abandoned because of limitations in time and money, the advan-
tages as a design tool are enticing, and further research is recommended.
All of the equipment is readily available and deserves to be perfected.
Equipment recommended but not tested are a Squire-Saunders sub-
miniature T.V. camera with a special Vidicon, a 24-inch monitor, and a
G.E. tape recorder. Squire-Saunders is the smallest reasonably-priced
camera on the market at the moment. A large monitor would give a better-
sized picture. The G.E. Video-tape recorder is the most reliable and
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flexible of the inexpensive Video-tape outfits--it is a modified Sony
unit, but can take any camera.
iii. 16 m/m Movies.
A Bolex 16-m/m movie camera was used with the modelscope attach-
ment previously described in diagram #3.
In the interests of experimentation, two basic techniques were
used to produce the simulation movies. For the Huntington Avenue movie
the equipment was run under the model with the modelscope running through
a slot in the model. For the South West Expressway simulation movie, the
equipment was above the model with the 'scope running on the roadbed.
A. The Huntington Avenue Simulation
The technique i9 described graphically in diagram #4. The
original intent was to run the scope with its attached camera from
a remote control panel next to the T.V. monitor. This would have
permitted various speeds, stop, start, and backwards viewing. Un-
fortunately, the motorized system ran awkwardly and the resultant
'scope picture was jerky and uncontrolled. The main technical
problems were in obtaining smooth running, without derailment, of
the bulky equipment on such a small-gauge track and in controlling
the tracking of the scope through the model slot--the scope tended
to bounce from side to side within the slot. These are technical
problems only and could be resolved. In the meanwhile, the equip-
ment functions well when propelled and steadied by hand.
There are other and more serious disadvantages to this technique
as a design tool, particularly for the design of a new alignment.
The technique requires a slot in the model as wide as the roadbed
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and this slot must be exactly aligned with the track below the
model. Horizontal alignment was accomplished with a plumb bob
(diagram #5). Vertical alignment must be calculated and repro-
duced on the track below the model. This is lengthy work and is
not conducive to alignment changes. Apart from the work involved
in experimenting with various alignments, there is probably a limit
to the number of slots that can be conveniently cut in the model.
Consequently, the technique is not recommended except perhaps for
the redesign of existing roads, where the alignment has been set,
and not at all for the design of new roads where one can expect to
experiment with various alignments to produce desired viewing re-
sults.
The slot itself must be at least 1/4 inch wide with a guide sur-
face below the slot for a guide wheel which is attached to the end
of the scope. The two sides of the slot must be absolutely level
with each other for adequate road-side simulation and this proved
to be a real problem on a plywood model base. The view of the slot
through the modelscope was a problem that was never satisfactorily
resolved. Various lighting tricks were tried, a short piece of
"road" was attached to the tip of the scope, and even infill was
tried in the path of the scope.
While the disadvantages are many, the technique does have certain
advantages. It does provide a smooth run and could provide constant
or controlled speed once the motorized remote control technique is
perfected. Having the bulky equipment under the model is convenient
and the camera can be easily and steadily supported without disrupting
the model above.
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Stop framing is a fairly simple matter. The distance between
each frame shot can be marked on the track below the model and the
equipment easily moved to each stop-frame position. Time exposure
is also a relatively simple operation because of the steadiness of
the equipment on the track; hand-held equipment for time exposure
is extremely unsure.
Another advantage is that the modelscope can easily proceed
under bridges and through tunnels. However, experimentation with
the overhead method produced two quite adequate solutions to this
problem as described below.
B. The South West Expressway Simulation
The basic technique is to run the scope along the roadbed while
supporting and steadying the camera from above.
The advantages of this technique lie in its flexibility. A
rough roadbed is easily manufactured from urethane foam strips which
are pliable, easily cut, and expendable. Thus, in the early stages
of design, one can experiment with curves, straights, with rises and
descents, without making a permanent structure on the model. The
urethane can be tacked down and the views and sequence of views
can be seen through the modelscope before the roadbed is finished
into a realistic simulation. (Contact cement should be used, not
rubber cement, because of the heat of the lights.)
Realistic road simulation is helped by using an H.O. gauge model
railroad track on top of the urethane base. The tracks are sprayed
white to simulate road curbs and the railroad ties are infilled with
blackboard to simulate asphalt (diagram #6). The result is a very
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consistent road detail using manufactured parts--this is important,
as the road is the main element in view and any slight deformity is
incredibly noticeable through the scope. At the scale of 1" - 100'0"
it is very difficult to produce the accuracy of detail required in
the road, so the precision of machined metal tracks, a constant road
width, and a clean appearance help enormously in the simulation.
The problem of proceeding through overhead obstructions was
tackled in two ways and both methods proved to be adequate solutions
in the simulation film. One was designed for stop-framing--a series
of "bridges" (cardboard), each with an increasingly longer slot was
used (diagram #7). The other solution was to use ribbed masking
tape for the ceiling of the overpass. The tape was rolled back with
the progress of the 'scope through the underpass. The tape also
allowed light into the underpass and looked like concealed ceiling
lighting (diagram #8). No slot is required and the whole model can
be a simpler structure because there is no need for the track below.
Another advantage is that the equipment required is simple to
manufacture and relatively easy to use. Against this must be weighed
the problems of camera steadiness and speed inconsistencies. The
following discussions highlight the major problems in running the
movie.
Three alternate methods of running the movie were devised,
ranging from primitive hand-holding through a wheeled camera rig,
to a gantry crane. Each increase in technological sophistication
brings other problems in its train and the simplest method was ulti-
mately used. In this method the modelscope is held constant in the
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middle of the road with the lens at a constant height from the
road (diagram #9). The vehicle was pushed by hand at a simulated
speed of 45 mph, which in this case meant 6-1/2 inches per 10-
second periods. As this is a slow movement, a reasonably constant
speed can be maintained.
However, the scope is not automatically steadied in a vertical
position and relies on the operator's steadiness to prevent a film
image that is angled to the left or right or too much up or down.
To overcome the forward or backward tilting, at least, a vehicle
with a long wheel base was devised (diagram #10). Unfortunately,
this meant that the tip of the scope would not remain at a constant
height from the roadbed and the simulated auto would appear to have
taken wings on certain rises in the road. This could be resolved
by allowing the scope to run free in its holder, but this in turn
would probably cause sticking on the roadbed, particularly as the
scope hit road joints.while it was gliding along the roadbed. A
smoother road bed, e.g., oiled, would of cdurse not look as much
like a roadbed as the black matte surface of the board that was
actually used. Thus the solution to one problem creates new problems.
On another tack, with the same vehicle, it was thought that out.-
riggers would resolve the danger of tilting left and right as well
as improved general steadiness. Probably they would but they would
have to be sprung in some way to adapt to changes in vertical align-
ment. Thus the ideal vehicle might look something like diagram #11.
A different solution to the same problem of equipment steadiness
would be to build a gantry crane above the model as described in
diagram #12. While this solution has many advantages in manipula-
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bility, it has a basic disadvantage in that it would be visible
in the resultant movie unless the lowest track was at least.
6" - 0" .above the model--and if this were so, then the lighting
system would also have to be above the top track, and at this
distance above the model, one would have great difficulty in
getting enough light with which to film. In addition, the track
systems would throw unwanted shadows.
Finally, the simplest method was used. Two operators were
used, one to hold the camera vertically and to shoot the film and
the other to push the vehicle which held the tip of the modelscope.
Surprisingly enough, this simple technique worked very well; the
ride was smooth on the railroad tracks and camera tilting proved to
be a minor problem (after practice), although the simulated speed
tended to be somewhat irregular.
One disadvantage to the general technique is the height of the
lens above the roadbed--approximately equal to 10 feet on a 1" - 100'0"
model. X rays of the modelscope showed that the end could not be
shaved off, since the whole length was used. This may only be solved
by going back to the manufacturer to see whether it can be shortened
in any way.
4. Lighting and Lenses.
While the production technique was now adequate, there was still
the problem of getting a sharp, clear, well-lit film image which would
simulate the city in day time.
Experiments had been made with various films, lenses, and lights,
and it became obvious that there would be problems in obtaining enough
light for the most appropriate lenses. An early decision to shoot the
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film in color, if possible, further complicated the lighting problem.
The alternatives narrowed down to four each for the Expressway simulation
and the Huntington Avenue simulation. Common to both simulations were
the possibilities of shooting from a moving vehicle with a 75 m/m focal
length lens, using an Ektachrome EF tungsten color film (ASA 125) or a
high-speed black and white recording film either indoors or outdoors.
The Huntington Avenue simulation had the bonus possibility of stop-frame
time exposure with 75 m/m lens and high-speed color film, while the Ex-
pressway simulation could probably use the 25 m/m movie lens.
The 75 m/m lens has the double advantage of blowing up the round-
image of the modelscope until it fills the frame of a 16 m/m film and
it also counteracts the distortion of the wide-angle lens in the model-
scope. The resultant image seems much closer than the 25 m/m lens, and
buildings don't lean inwards. The great disadvantage of the 75 m/m lens
is that it is extremely difficult to get sufficient model lighting in-
doors to produce a clear film image; one must use extended processing in
developing the film. As one of the goals of the experimentation was to
develop a working, laboratory design tool from the modelscope, great
efforts were made to light the model.
All of our lighting problems would have been resolved had we de-
cided to take the model out of doors and film from the roof of a build-
ing, where we would have had the real sky -for a background and a real
sun for lighting, but this would remove us from the convenience of a
laboratory setting, leave us at the mercy of the elements and would
require some temporary housing structure, at least. An ideal solution
would be a design laboratory with a sliding glass roof, or perhaps a
ground level laboratory with a removable wall and a tracking device
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which would allow us to roll the model into the open as required.
We began our lighting efforts with four 1000.zwatt quartz lamps,
which are expensive but have a life expectancy of 16 hours, and gradu-
ally added cheaper but short-lived 500-watt photo-spots and floods until
we had a total of 11,000 watts and 18 lamps over the 17' - 0" model.
This still did not give enough light for the 75 m/m lens, using a color
film, although it was adequate for the high-speed black and white re-
cording film and for the 25 m/m lens with color film. The tremendous
amount of heat generated by these lights played early havoc with our
urethane model, but this was somewhat resolved.
Two other possible solutions remained to improve the color image
from the 75 m/m lens. One was to give the Ektachrome EF film extended
processing through the developer, and the other was to find a faster
color film. The first possible solution was tried.on a Huntington
Avenue film with acceptable results. Our search for a faster color film
was negative.
The 25 m/m lens produced a good clear image with two disadvantages.
The wide-angle lens of the modelscope remained somewhat distorted, pro-
ducing scenes that looked further away than they should, and the round
modelscope image was considerably smaller than the frame of the 16 m/m
film. Consequently, one has the impression of looking through a porthole,
at a remote world, which is initially distracting. However, this can be
resolved by using a short, one-inch, focal length projector lens, which
throws a large picture on the screen. The round. picture can be masked,
either on the projector lens itself, by black velvet on the screen, or
by projecting on a square screen that is set away from the wall and which
is smaller than thq round image.
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For projection equipment, the L&W Photo Optical Analyzer is
recommended, at least in the design stage. This projector has a remote
control panel which gives a wide range of projection speeds from single
framing up to 24 fps, both in the forward direction and reversed. The
main advantages are that the design of the trip simulation can be ana-
lyzed in detail and that one has a choice of simulated road speeds,
merely by changing the projection speed.
The stop-frame time-exposure experiment on the Huntington Avenue
simulation was shot with a 75 m/m lens, color film, and a 1/2 second
exposure per frame, shooting every 16th of an inch. A 100-foot roll of
film has 4,000 frames and one can shoot 25 frames per minute. A full
roll would take about 3-1/2 hours to shoot, including wind-up time.
5. The Model.
i. The frame is described in diagram #13 and was made mainly of
plywood and 2" x 4" 's. The Huntington Avenue simulation required two
decks, .one for the track and the photographic equipment, and one for
the model. The expressway simulation method has the advantage of re-
quiring only one deck. Framing was required for light and the "sky."
ii. The model of the city was based on slabs of urethane foam
which distorts badly when heated. Experiments showed that a distance of
about 31 6" between the lights and the model was sufficient to avoid
major distortion. A further recommendation is to design the foam base
in fairly large squares, as thin strips tend to buckle very easily.
Cardboard facades or, in three-dimensional views, wooden blocks were
used for buildings. A pop-art miscellany of gimmicks was also used,
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ranging from a kitchen saucer (stadium dome), through punched cards
(window facades), to painted sandpaper (water). Although the model-
scope view from the road permitted a vastly cruder model than normal
architectural models with acceptable visual results in the final film
image, the facade patterns drawn with felt-tip pens were probably inade-
quate and careful facade detail is recommended for things close to the
road. One had always to avoid the tendency to build in things that
would not be seen through the 450 angle of vision of the scope.
iii. The scale (1" - 100'0") made details such as small signs,
street furniture, etc.- somewhat difficult to produce, but even at this
small scale the model was 25' 0" long. Add work space around the peri-
phery and one can see that increasing the model scale would require an
enormous space, even for this short section of road (almost four miles).
iv. The background was constructed from a single roll of blue
photographers' paper which was curved around three sides of the model.
Three curved strips were placed above the model to eliminate the lights
from the scene image (diagram #14). The sky simulation was adequate,
but also eliminated most of the general room lighting and window lighting.
6. Conclusions
The Simulation Experiment
The final film was made by cutting and splicing the best parts of
four films, and while this produced an acceptable film, there is some in-
consistency in lighting and a couple of "jumps" where it was impossible
to match frame to frame in the splicing. Lack of time prevented the ex-
perimentation necessary to produce a good film in one run.
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The film was presented to ten subjects who were asked to pretend
that they were front-seat passengers in the automobile that was "traveling"
this expressway. At the end of the experiment, they were asked to criti-
cize the simulation. Nine subjects said they were able to imagine that
they were riding on an expressway although two of these had some reser-
vations. One subject found that "it was hard" to imagine, at first, but
quickly adjusted to it. They were asked what bothered them most about
the simulation with the following results:
Road Characteristics
i. "The road surface appeared rough or gravelly." The "gravel"
was dust on the model, so presumably this problem can be easily
overcome.
ii. "Lane marking lines were missing." It is difficult, but
possible, to produce thin enough lines at this scale (1" - 1000'").
Model detailing could be much more precise at 1" - 50'0" but, of
course, the overall length of the model would double.
Motion of Car
i. "Motion was jerky with some swaying." This is caused by
the hand-held running of the camera through the model and could be
resolved by more sophisticated movitig equipment or by stop-framing,
which would require a camera steadying rig.
ii. "The view seemed high at first." This is caused by the
height of the modelscope lens from the roadbed which, at this scale,
equates to about 10'0" off the ground whereas actual viewing height
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is likely to be about 4 to 5 feet. The 'scope cannot be ground down,
so the solution is to either increase the scale of the model or have
the 'scope manufacturer revise the 'scope dimensions.
Model Characteristics and Detailing
i. "Colors unreal--too vivid." This is caused partly by the
model coloring, partly by the "more than real" coloring of Ekta-
chrome tungsten film, and partly by the lighting conditions. Pro-
fessional photographic advice could probably eliminate a good deal
of experimentation on this aspect.
ii. "Detailing too gross." While this can be resolved by im-
proving the precision of modelmaking and drafting, it is interesting
to note that none of the subjects had any difficulty in recognizing
and identifying the elements and scenes portrayed by the model.
"World" of the Model
i, "No motion or activity in scenes;" "science-fiction world;
"no.traffic;" "no sound." The solution to these very real problems
of simulation would be difficult and expensive. Movement created
by wind would be simple enough (rippling water, waving flags, etc.),
but traffic and people movement would be extremely difficult to
simulate. A sound track could be matched to the film--this would
add expense to the simulation but the advantages could be worth it.
ii. "Lacks peripheral viewing." This is probably the biggest
disadvantage to the current film simulation method and requires
doubling the angle of vision of the modelscope.
I
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Despite the many technical problems, the modelscope is obviously
an excellent design tool for the production of sequence simulations
and this kind of simulation is probably as close as one can get to testing
user reaction to new highway design; it is also an excellent way of high-
lighting to the designer the conflict of problems involved in any de-
sign. As a presentation technique, to sell a new design, movie simula-
tion has far more impact than any current graphic or verbal technique.
One hopes that a basic advance in lens manufacture will eventually pro-
duce a scope that can simulate peripheral vision as well as the straight
ahead visual field.
7. Further Research
The simulation films are "promising"! rather than excellent and a lot
of work is needed to perfect the technique.
i. The most obvious need for research is in the development of a
modelscope that can simulate peripheral vision as well as straight ahead
viewing. A cinemascopic film is desirable--without it the viewer has
little choice in his viewing pattern. This problem should be investi-
gated in conjunction with the modelscope manufacturers. The possibility
of using two films, one with the 'scope aimed left and one with the scope
aimed right has been discussed but it seems unlikely that the two films
could be well enough coordinated, either in filming or in projection.
Another solution might be to use two cameras and two modelscopes with
their fields of view coordinated so that one looked left and the other
right. The problem of coordinating projection speeds is presumably small.
While these techniques may be worth trying, it does seem that the problem
of increasing the angle of vision should be in the hands of technicians
skilled in lens design and not in the hands of city planners.
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ii. Given the limitation on the field of vision, there are a number
of things that should be tried to improve the existing simulation method.
The first is to improve the movement of the camera through the model so
that a smooth, non-swaying film image can be produced. There are two ap-
proaches. One is to develop a steadying rig that would enable stop-frame
filming. The current hand-held method is not sure enough. What is re-
quired is essentially a tripod which will hold the 'scope in a constant
vertical position, at constant height from the road surface and at a
constant position in relation to the guard-rails. The rig should be able
to move along the rail tracks in such a manner that consecutive frames
which are shot individually will match. Using this method, the resultant
"ride" along the road should appear smooth running and uninterrupted. The
stop-framing method would be admirable for the final presentation film,
but shooting time is lengthy (3-4 hours) and in the early design stages it
would be desirable to improve the free-running technique, that is,
shooting on the move at 12-16 fps. The necessary equipment would be
similar for either one camera filming or. a television camera. The two
techniques that should be tried are:
(a) A free-moving vehicle, holding the camera and the 'scope in
a constant vertical position in relation to the road surface is
needed. This vehicle could be hand-propelled or motorized, re-
ceiving power from the railroad tracks. It would probably look
something like the diagram #11.
(b) Either a gantry crane (diagram #12), permitting vertical and
lateral maneuverability along the road alignment or some other kind
of boom system should be tried.
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While design criteria and concept diagrams can be stated, it would
probably be better to place the detailed design in the hands of a
skilled mechanical engineer (perhaps as a part-time project for a stu-
dent) than to attempt the equipment design in the City Planning Depart-
ment.
iii. In addition to perfecting the camera-movement techniques, it is
apparent that further research is required to improve the film image.
The main problems are to produce consistent focus and to reduce the
vividness of color to a value that more closely resembles the world. I
strongly suspect that the focussing problems would be resolved by having
the modelscope manufacturer produce an adapter for the Bolex movie camera
that is as precisely adjusted as the adapter for the Nikon still camera.
Optec can produce a Bolex adapter but the delay may be six months--this
should be checked by direct communication with Opte6 in England.
The color problems may well be resolved by stop-framing where time
exposure is used, but it is strongly suggested that a skilled motion-
picture photographer or technician be consulted.
iv. Model Detailing
Greater precision is needed in detailing the model, particularly
with building facades near the road. While it is difficult to detail at
the scale of 1" to 100' 0", it is not impossible. There may be some man-
ufacturered details available at this scale and a search of the likely
manufacturers should be made. One particular problem is the production of
print which is small enough and sufficiently legible to be used for road
signs, etc.
v. The television system should be tried again with a Squire-Saunders
subminiature T.V. camera with a very sensitive Vidicon tube, a 24" monitor
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and a G.E. video-tape recorder. Our present equipment could probably
be exchanged.
APPENDIX B
NAME
ADDRESS
AGE PLACE OF BIRTH
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
YEARS LIVED AT ABOVE ADDRESS IN BOSTON MET, AREA
AVERAGE DRIVING EXPERIENCE (HRS/WK) AS DRIVER AS PASSENGER
AL u , tTk AWK MJITVW*-
-4-----
DATE OF TEST
TEST FILM IDENT._
COMMENTS
SEX
PHONE
idft AMON&
-bow
Question 1. Describe freely the high spots of the trip over the expresway.
Name and describe these things that stand out most vividly, in order
of their vividness. I want to know those things that you remember
best.
Question 2.
a. Draw a quick rough map of the route, showing its main features. Pic-
ture yourself making the trip. The map should show your own memory of
what the trip was like, and you should note as you draw what you found
to be the most dominant impressions along the way. Please number each
notation in the order that you write it.
b. Does the trip fall into any natural intervals for you, that is, are there
ways that the trip seems to divide itself Into parts? Please indicate these
on the map.
c. Draw a line around those things or parts of the trip that you found highly
pleasing, mildly pleasing or dislikedi
Use red pencil and abbreviations:
HP Highly Pleasing
MP Mildly Pleasing
D Disliked
Now tum your maps face down.
Question 3.
a. Describe the physical appearance of the particular areas that you
passed through, giving them in the order in which they appeared.
b. What activities or functions would you associate with those areas.
c.. Assign to each area a score between 1 and 10 for dominance in
your memory.
Question 4.
On the data sheet, name and briefly describe the elements most dominant
in your memory. Assign a score between 1 and 10 for dominance. (An
element is an object or a cluster of like objects.)
Check or describe those characteristics of the element that make it domi-
nant in your memory. The list should help, but there may be other char-
acteristics.
Question 5.
Which elements and/or areas were most interestingq'? Why?
Which elements and/or areas were least interesting? Why?
Question 6.
a. Were you able to imagine that you were driving on an expressway?
b. How could the simulation have been improved?
c. What bothered you most about the simulation
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